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Cars damaged,
stolen in spree

Hit me with your best shot

INSIDE:
A federal jury convicted mob boss John
Gotti Thursday on
murder and racketeering charges that carry a
life prison term. Page
3

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

The Murray Police Department
is investigating several cases of
automobile vandalism and two
thefts within Murray occurring
between 11:30 p.m. Wednesday
and 1 a.m. Thursday. Police officials said the two stolen vehicles
have been recovered.
A suspect in the case, Jason
Jackson, no age available, (alias
Randy and Jimmy), who is reportedly originally from Michigan and
had been staying in Henry County,
Tenn. allegedly took an unidentified vehicle from Paris, Tenn.
which was later wrecked. Jackson
then allegedly took a 1990 GMC
S-15 belonging to Pam Vaughn of
Puryear, Tenn. Vaughn's vehicle
was found abandoned in the parking lot of Murray's Holiday Inn.
Two vehicles in the Holiday Inn
parking lot were also vandalized.
Dean Alexander, an investigator
with the Murray Police Department
said the suspect was punching an
object near the keyholes in an

SPORTS:
Murray and Calloway
County's baseball
teams leave for spring
break after earning
their first wins of the
season Thursday. Page
8

FRIDAY
April 3
WORLD
TRIPOLI,Libya — Libya apologized after rioters attacked
embassies of countries that voted to punish Tripoli for refusing
to surrender suspects in the Pan
Am 103 bombing. Page 2

SPORTS

BUSINESS
WASHINGTON — The nation's
unemployment rate struck a
6V2 -year high of 7.3 percent in
March, showing no signs of
improvement. Page 2

FORECAST
Tonight: Mostly cloudy with a
few sprinkles possible. Low in
the upper 30s. Southwest wind
10 to 15 mph. Saturday: Becoming mostly sunny. High 50 to
55.
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of West Kentucky
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Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30-6
p.m. Monday-Friday or 3:30-4
p.m. Saturday.
• • • •
Regular office hours are 8
a.m.-5 p.m. Monday-Friday; 8
a.m.-noon Saturday.

"It

Police records indicate that at
approximately 12:33 a.m. Thurday
an occupant of Embassy Apartments startled the suspect in the
parking lot causing him to flee in
the 1988 Chevrolet van.
The van was later found abandoned in the parking of Murray's
Kroger. A 1988 Oldsmobile. owned
by Steven R. Henley, a Kroger
employee, was reported stolen and
later found abandoned at the
18-mile marker of the West Kentucky Parkway. The suspect had
left the scene.
Police believe the suspect may
be armed with a .45 calibur automatic pistol that was reported to be
in the 1988 Oldsmobile.

The low temperatures meant
peaches could be few and far
Temperatures dipped into the between this season, said Mike
low 20s across Kentucky today, Klahr, Daviess County extension
breaking or tying records in at least agent for horticulture.
"Peach trees are in the most susthree cities and dealing a potentialtime," Klahr said. "If it
ceptible
western
to
blow
ly devastating
gets down to 25 degrees, it could
Kentucky peach farmers.
A record low went on the books almost wipe out the peach crop."
Unlike peaches, the state's apple
in Jackson while readings tied previous records in Lexington and at crop has not yet entered the critical
the Cincinnati-Northern Kentucky stage and shouldn't be hurt much
International Airport in Hebron, the by the cold snap, extension offiNational Weather Service reported. cials said.
By The Associated Press

LOUISVILLE — A petition
drive will get under way next
week to place H. Ross Perot's
name on the ballot in Kentucky
in the Texas billionaire's bid for
the presidency. Page 3

LOS ANGELES — Western
Kentucky's Lady Toppers have
made it to the NCAA Women's
Final Four and will play Southeast Missouri in a semifinal
game Saturday. Page 8

attempt to gain entry into the
vehicles.
A 1988 Chevrolet van registered
to Thomas Mallon of Beaver Dam,
Wis., was reported to have been
taken from Holiday Inn's parking
lot and driven to Embassy Apartments in Murray. An additional
vehicle in the apartment parking lot
was found vandalized.

Low temperatures may
devastate state peaches
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Judy Lyle, R.N., a certified staff nurse at Murray State University, injects junior nursing major Elizabeth
Flint as part of a free measles vaccine clinic offered by MSU in response to Kentucky's measles epidemic
and a recently-confirmed case at MSU. The vaccine will be offered free to MSU students today on the
third floor of the Curris Center. Non-students who are in the at-risk age groups should consult their
doctor or the health center.

Tremor shakes
west Tennessee

Former senator testifies before grand jury
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Former
state Sen. John Hall had little to
say as he arrived at the federal
courthouse this morning after he
was subpoenaed before a grand
jury investigating government corruption in Kentucky.
Hall has said FBI agents gave
him no clue about what they were
after when he was served the subpoena on Thursday. As he arrived
this morning, Hall said he was
uncertain whether he would make a

statement after his testimony
concluded.
The grand jury's work was interrupted shortly after it began, when
the building was evacuated for
about 15 minutes after a fire alarm
sounded. Fire officials said dust
from a construction project apparently triggered the false alarm.
A woman was observed carrying
a box of records into the area
where the grand jury was meeting,
but her identity and purpose for
being there could not be determined. She refused comment.
"I think because I represented

Riverside Downs in '91 as a lobbyist and some of the problems I
ran into trying to get the legislation
changed," Hall said during an
interview Thursday.
"I think because I represented
Riverside Downs in '91 as a lobbyist and some of the problems I
ran into trying to get the legislation
changed," Hall said.
The investigation, revealed when
FBI agents swooped into the Capitol complex on Tuesday to serve
subpoenas for a host of government
and personal records of more than
a dozen past and present legisla-

tors, apparently is focusing on
legislation involving racing and
banking.
Hall, who was defeated for reelection in 1990, had been in an
ongoing effort to mediate intertrack
wagering dates for Riverside
Downs, a harness track in
Henderson.
As a legislator, Hall fought a bill
the courts later declared invalid,
which barred Riverside Downs
from operating as an intertrack
wagering site. Hall was a paid lob(Cont'd on page 2)

Bush attacks 'defenders of the status quo'
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — President Bush, in his election-year bid
to cast himself as the Washington
reformer, today criticized members
of Congress as "defenders of the
status quo" and proposed shortening their sessions so they can spend
more time in their home states.
In a speech at the site of the
nation's first legislature, Bush
spelled out a six-point program he
claimed would make Congress
more responsive to voters, including a ban on special interest cam-

Chinese amend
report, denounce
political extremism
BEIJING (AP) — In another victory for senior leader Deng Xiaoping over Communist hard-liners,
lawmakers today amended a key
government report to denounce
political extremism.
The National People's Congress
also endorsed faster economic
growth and promised that China's
renewed commitment to economic
reform will remain unchanged for
the next century.
Political reform was not mentioned in the report. Since the collapse of Soviet communism, the
government has sought capitaliststyle economic reforms to head off
a similar upheaval, while maintaining Communist Party control.

paign donations and a limit on
terms.
Among the president's proposals
was a 12-year limit on all members
of Congress — two six-year terms
for senators or six two-year terms
for House members.
"Our founding fathers never
considered elected government service to be a career," said Bush,
who has made a career of government service for the past quarter of
a century.
"Many members of the House

and Senate are now permanent
Washingtonians. We do not need a
career Congress, we need a citizen
Congress," Bush said, recalling
years past when Congress did not
meet year round.
"I suggest that in the future,
Congress and the administration
work together to achieve a legislative schedule that allows members
to spend more continuous time at
home so they can truly stay in
touch with the people," he said.
The president sought to capital-

ize on the recent congressional
scandals to press for a package of
proposals.
"This is not about barber shops
or perks or calligraphers or parking
spaces," Bush said, alluding to not
only congressional perks but recent
attention to such White House trappings as the five in-house
calligraphers.
"It is not about perks. It is about
the governmental process and its

MEMPHIS, Tenn.(AP) — A
small earthquake along the New
Madrid fault zone shook western
Tennessee on Thursday night.
No damage or injuries were
reported.
The quake measured 3.5 on
the Richter scale and struck at
9:06 p.m., the U.S. Geological
Survey said. It was centered
near the Mississippi River about
25 miles south of Dyersburg and
80 miles northeast of Memphis.
Early reports said the quake
was felt by residents in Dyer
and Lauderdale counties in
Tennessee.
The New Madrid seismic
zone is centered in southeast
Missouri and northeast Arkansas
and is the site of frequent earthquakes. The nation's strongest
series of earthquakes occurred
in the zone during 1811 and
1812, when the area was sparsely populated.
The Richter scale is a measure of ground motion as
recorded on seismographs. A
magnitude 2 quake is the smallest normally felt by humans.A
3.5 can cause slight damage in
the local area.

(Cont'd on Page 2
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Unemployment rate sticks at 7.3
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WASHINGTON (AP) - The
nation's unemployment rate stuck
at a 6 -year high of 7.3 percent in
March, showing no improvement
despite signs of recovery elsewhere
in the economy, the government
said today.
The new rate, the same as February's, accompanied a second Labor
Department report that showed
little growth in payrolls of the
nation's non-farm employers. It
was the highest rate since July
1985.
The number of unemployed people held at 9.2 million, 2.5 million
more than the start of the recession
in July 1990.
The unemployment rate, which is
seasonally adjusted, is derived
from a survey of households. The
separate survey of businesses
showed a weak gain of 19,000 jobs
in March. That followed a healthy
increase of 107.000 in February,
but that number was revised down
from an even stronger previous

,Isk.W~i41•;g4
P1:4%

estimate of 164,000.
Here are the unemployment rates
The disappointing jobs report for for March among certain demoMarch came despite signs of revi- graphic groups, as reported today
val in February, including higher by the Labor Department. The perretail sales, improved housing con- centages are seasonally adjusted.
struction and a rise in factory
Mar Feb Mar
orders.
Category .
1992 1992 1991
But. analysts said it is not unusu- Civilian
7.3 7.3 6.7
al for employment increases to lag Adult Men
6.9 7.0 6.3
behind an economic rebound. Adult Women
6.1 6.1 5.6
Businesses often delay hiring Whites
6.5 6.5 6.0
workers in the early stages of a Blacks
14.1 13.8 12.3
recovery, relying instead on over- Hispanics
11.6 11.6 10.0
time to meet rising demand until All Teens .
20.6 20.0 18.5
they are confident the turnaround Black Teens
36.5 38.4 37.5
can be sustained.
"There are still layoffs going factoring overall edged down
on," said economist Robert Dede- 3,000. Construction posted a job
rick of Northern Trust Co. in Chi- gain of 10,000.
cago. "At this stage of the game,
Employment by local governyou still have a lot of businesses ments jumped 36,000, but the
under pressure."
Labor Department said half of that
Retail trade showed the largest or more likely was accounted for
job losses of any sector, 24,000, by hiring temporary workers for
but that followed a gain of 124,000 primary elections.
Both payroll and household
in February. Auto industry employment was up by 6,000. but manu- surveys "indicate there was little

change in labor market conditions
in March," said William G. Barron
Jr., deputy commissioner of the
Bureau of Labor Statistics.
Still, he said, stability in construction "represents an improvement over the pattern of steep job
losses that occurred during most of
the 1990-91 period," and manufacturing, helped by gains in autos and
lumber, "seems to have stabilized
in the last two months" after five
months of job losses.
He said the number of people
working part-time because they
could not find full-time work held
at 6.5 million in March and the
estimate of workers too discouraged to even look for work was
unchanged at 1.1 million during the
first quarter.
Given today's mediocre report,
most analysts expect the Federal
Reserve to leave interest rates
unchanged. The central bank last
pushed down rates Dec. 20 and has
refrained from further action.
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(ConI'd from page I)
potential to help or hinder the public good."
Bush said that the federal government overall represents "a failed status quo even in the face of an
unambiguous need for change."
Bush has suggested all the
changes before, but ttxJay's speech
to the conservative Federalist Society at the Old House Chamber in
Independence Hall was the first

time he had put them together in
one package.
His congressional overhaul plan
would, in addition to the term
limit:
*Require Congress to abide by the
same laws it imposes on others,
such as conflict of interest and
anti-discrimination statutes.
•A ban on special interest contributions from political action committees and new limits on other forms
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(Cont'd from page 1)
byist for the track during a special
legislative session in 1991.
Officials at Riverside Downs
said Thursday they had not been
contacted by law enforcement
authorities.
Also Thursday, Attorney General
Chris Gorman's office issued a
statement saying he had "established a formal liaison with the
agencies conducting an ongoing
probe of public corruption in the
state Capitol."
Gorman said in an interview that
federal prosecutors had briefed him
and a deputy about the
investigation.
"There's a likelihood that many
of the violations, if there are any,
will be state violations," Gorman
said.
Asked if state crimes will be
uncovered, Gorman said, "There's
that strong possibility."
Gorman said he was asked to
provide prosecutorial help to federal investigators on state criminal
cases. Gorman said that help could
come from his office or from local
commonwealth's attorneys.
He declined to elaborate.
"We're all willing to cooperate
and do everything we can„" Gorman said. "We've talked and I
don't want to do anything that will
harm the investigation."
Billy Wellman, the commissioner of the Kentucky State Police,
said Thursday he was also briefed
by U.S. Attorneys Joseph Whittle
and Karen Caldwell and FBI
agents.
"They did not name any names
whatsoever with me other than to
assure me that the Jones administration was not involved," Wellman said.
Federal authorities on Thursday
continued to refuse comment even
on whether an investigation
existed.

Spring Sport Coat

DEPUTIES RETURN LOCAL MAN

Jimmy Dale Williams, 20, of South 11th Street, Murray, was arrested in
Memphis, Tenn. Wednesday by deputies from the Calloway County Sheriff's
Department on local warrants. According to reports. Williams was charged
with 15 counts of theft by deception over $100 stemming from bad checks.
A bond of $4,300 was set for this charge. He was also charged with probation violation (no bond set), theft by failure to make required deposition over
$100 ($10,000 bond) and contempt of court ($1,000 bond). Williams is presently lodged in the Calloway County Jail no bond on the probation
violation.

DEPUTY ANSWERS COMPLAINT
Calloway County Sheriff's Department Deputy Joe Lawrence responded to a
disorderly conduct call at 12:04 a.m. Friday. Lawrence was called the residence of Buddy Workman, 22, At, 2 Hazel. According to reports, someone
was yelling and screaming. When Lawrence arrived, he reported hearing the
yelling and screaming. He then pulled in front of Workman's residence
which caused Workman to confront Lawrence. Lawrence then informed
Workman of the complaint. After Workman refused to cooperate with
Lawrence, he was placed under arrest and charged with disorderly conduct,
alcohol intoxication and possession of marijuana under eight ounces. After
searching Workman, Lawrence found marijuana seeds in Workman's wallet.
He is presently lodged in the Calloway County Jail.

KSP MAKES FORGERY ARREST

The Kentucky State Police arrested a Salem women on felony forgery
charges Thursday night. Brenda S. Faulkner, 18, At. 2, Salem was arrested
on a warrant at 7:15 p.m. two miles south of Salem on Ky. 1433 at her residence and charged with 10 counts counts of forgery in the second degree.
The warrant was the result of a complaint made by Alfred Bass, At. 2,
Salem. Faulkner was lodged in the Livingston County Jail. The arresting
officer was Trooper Dave Coronett.

PADUCAH YOUTHS HELD FOR BREAK-INS
BENTON -Two 17-year-old Paducah boys charged in a series of Marshall
County burglaries are scheduled to appear in Marshall District Court at 9
a.m. Fnday, according to Marshall County Sheriff Brian Roy. The two were
to have appeared for a hearing Thursday. Roy said they were placed in
detention in McCracken County overnight. The case of a 15-year-old also
charged in the burglaries was continued to April 13. The three are accused
in burglaries that began Feb. 5. All were residential break-ins that netted'
about $20,000 in mostly guns, jewelry and cash. The 17-year-olds were
charged March 6-with five burglaries and two attempted burglaries after
sheriff's officers set up surveillance. The 15-year-old was detained March
10. Several items taken in the five Marshall County break-ins were recovered a few weeks ago. The teens were also implicated in burglaries in
southern Illinois and elsewhere in western Kentucky.

CLUB, LODGE BREAK-INS RELATED
MAYFIELD - Police are investigating burglaries at a Graves County country club and a fraternal lodge reported early Wednesday morning. Trooper
Chuck Robertson of the Kentucky State Police Mayfield post said police
believe the burglaries are connected. Managers of South Highland Country
Club reported about 7:30 a.m. that someone had broken into the club building on Cuba Road about four miles south of Mayfield, Robertson said. Force
had been used to open an upstairs side door. Golf clubs, food and a large
amount of money were taken, he said. Several doors inside the club and
vending machines were also damaged. Officials at Moose Lodge No. 2278
on Symsonia Road also reported a break-in at their lodge Wednesday morning. An unspecified amount of money, alcoholic beverages and snack foods
were taken, Robertson said. Force was again used to enter the building four
miles east of Mayfield on Ky. 131.

News of the World
LOW ON CASH BUT NOT SINGING THE BLUES

BUFFALO, N.Y.- Democratic presidential front-runner Bill Clinton is low on
cash but suddenly enjoying the rocky politics of New York entering the final
weekend before primaries that will test the strength of Jerry Brown's dogged
challenge. After several tentative and turbulent days in New York, Clinton
said Thursday he believed he had turned the corner as the Tuesday balloting approaches. He appeared a far more confident and relaxed campaigner,
even singing an Elvis Presley tune during an evening television interview.
"My message to the New York press - Don't Be Cruel," a crooning and
laughing Clinton said in New York City on WNET-TV's "Charlie Rose
Show." After morning appearances in Buffalo today, Clinton was heading for
three events in Wisconsin, where aides said the race with Brown is tight and
where the effect of the cash shortage can be seen in Clinton's advertising.

CARROT-AND-STICK FOR NON-FILERS
WASHINGTON- The federal government is setting its sights on the ultimate tax cheat: an estimated 6 million couples, individuals and businesses
that don't even bother to file a return. First comes the carrot: a program by
the Internal Revenue Service to encourage non-filers to join the system.
Those who comply will be offered the chance to pay back taxes on the
installment plan. Then, the stick. IRS Commissioner Shirley D. Peterson
said a team of 1,200 IRS auditors will be unleashed on "the most highly
productive non-filers we can identify." Criminal prosecutions will be used
against chronic offenders, she said. In case the message needs driving
home, Mrs. Peterson told the Senate Governmental Affairs Committee on
Thursday, "The Department of Justice will announce a bunch of indictments" on April 15- the deadline for individuals to file their 1991 returns.

LIBYA'S APOLOGY NOT GOOD ENOUGH
TRIPOLI, Libya - Libya apologized after rioters attacked embassies of
countries that voted to punish Tripoli for refusing to surrender suspects in
the Pan Am Flight 103 bombing. But diplomats in New York were unmoved
and demanded compensation. Meanwhile, Denmark on Thursday accused
the government of Col. Moarnmar Gadhafi of using red tape to slow the
departure of foreigners ahead of April 15, when a U.N.-ordered embargo on
air links and arm sales to Ubya is to take effect. About 500 to 1,000 Americans work in Libya, primarily in its oil industry. On Thursday, young Libyans
with firebombs sacked the Venezuelan Embassy and tried to storm the Russian mission during a day of apparently organized protests against countries
that voted Tuesday for the U.N. sanctions resolution.

U.S. BLAMED FOR EARTH SUMMIT FAILURE
UNITED NATIONS- As the last preparatory conference before the Earth
Summit neared an end, environmentalists said negotiations toward cutting
pollution were on the brink of collapse. They blamed U.S. intransigence.
The summit to be held in June in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, has been preceded
by a series of negotiating sessions, the last of which was to wrap up today.
"Even minimum critical decisions are not being made," said Barbara
Bramble of the National Wildlife Federation, speaking Thursday on behalf of
a broad coalition of environmental groups in the United States and abroad.
"And even what is on the table seems to be going in the wrong direction in
these last days of negotiation," she said. Bramble said that in secret negotiating sessions, the United States is "seeking to remove every reference to
implementation" of any environmental programs. She said U.S. negotiators
have also sought to remove a requirement that nations submit annual progress reports on their environmental activities.
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Mob boss Gotti convicted of murder, racketeering
NEW YORK (AP) — This time
charges stuck to the "Teflon
Don."
A federal jury convicted mob
boss John Gotti on Thursday of
murder and racketeering charges
that carry a life prison term. He
had beaten charges three times
since 1986.
"The Teflon is gone. The don is
covered with Velcro, and all the
charges stuck," FBI agent James
Fox said.

After a 10-week trial, jurors crime family. This time, the
deliberated 13 hours before finding 51-year-old mobster was done in
by his own voice and the testimony
Gotti guilty on all 13 counts.
Gotti showed no reaction. "I'll of once-trusted underboss Salvatore
be OK," he told supporters before "Sammy Bull" Gravano.
Goui was heard on hours of secbeing led out of the courtroom and
retly recorded tapes, openly disback to jail.
Sentencing is scheduled for June cussing murder and other Mafia
business.
23 in U.S. District Court.
Gravano, who admitted to 19
The conviction crowned the prosecution's six-year crusade to put murders on the stand, said he comaway the man they described as mitted 10 at Goal's direction. He
head of the nation's most powerful provided a chilling narrative of the

killings that boosted Gotti from with murder, murder conspiracy,
illegal gambling, loansharking,
captain to boss.
The centerpiece of the indict- obstruction of justice, bribery of a
ment was the Dec. 16, 1985, assas- public official and tax fraud.
sination of "Big Paul" Castellano Locascio, 59, was convicted of all
and his lieutenant, Thomas Bilotti, but a gambling charge and faces
the same sentence.
outside a Manhattan restaurant.
Much of the drama in the BrookProsecutors alleged — and Gravano testified — that Gotti ordered lyn courtroom focused on the
the hit to seize control of the Gam- showdown between Gotti and Grabino crime family from Castellano. vano, his once-trusted confidant.
The indictment charged Gotti Gravano testified for nine days as
and co-defendant Frank Locascio Gotti glared.

The defense strategy was to portray Gravano, 47, as a liar who cut
a good deal with prosecutors so
ambitious they would go to any
length to get Gotti.
Gravano, the highest-ranking
Mafia member ever to testify
against Gotti, was charged in the
original indictment but cut a deal
under which he now faces a maximum of 20 years in jail.
The trial was his fourth in six
years for Gotti.

TB increase slowing, but
experts still concerned
DECATUR, Ga.(AP) — Federal
health officials plan to revive the
use of two antibiotics to combat
new drug-resistant strains of
tuberculosis.
TB experts at the federal Centers
for Disease Control on Thursday
said the disease's comeback seems
to have slowed nationwide. But
they remain concerned.
The CDC reported 26,283 cases
in 1991, up 2.3 percent from 1990.
A year earlier, cases of the deadly
lung disease jumped 9.4 percent,
the biggest increase ever.
"Our opinion is there are a lot
more outbreaks ... than we know
about," said Dr. Dixie Snider,
director of the CDC's TB division.
To combat drug-resistant TB,
CDC officials said they plan to distribute limited amounts of two antibiotics that have disappeared from
the U.S. market.
The drugs, streptomycin and
PAS — para-aminosalicylic acid —
haven't been manufactured in this
country since last fall. Doctors and
patients years ago began choosing
other TB drugs because streptomycin requires injection and PAS
requires a dosage of as many as
two dozen pills a aay, said the
CDC's Dr. Stephen Ostroff.

The CDC plans to acquire a
supply of both drugs from foreign
makers, chiefly in Canada, and
make them available for physicians
treating patients whose TB strains
may be resistant to other drugs,
Ostroff said.
In New York City — which had
one in six TB cases in preliminary
reporting last year — one study
found 34 percent of tuberculosis
cases resistant to at least one antiTB drug.
Tuberculosis, once a dreaded
plague, fell sharply in the decades
following the invention of antibiotic drug therapy. U.S. cases fell
from 84,000 in 1953 to 22,000 in
1985.
But the disease began a
resurgence, preying largely on people already weakened by HIV, the
virus that causes AIDS.
Tuberculosis is spread through
the air by those with active TB,
usually by coughing or sneezing.
Infection occurs after prolonged
exposure, putting those in close
quarters with TB patients at greatest risk.
An estimated 10 million Americans are infected, but most will
never beclme ill, and don't pose a
threat to others.
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Perot petition
drive to begin
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)— A
petition drive will get under way
next week to place H. Ross Perot's name on the ballot in Kentucky in the Texas billionaire's
bid for the presidency.
State coordinator Charlie Hellebusch said supporters in 30 or
40 cities will mobilize to collect
the 5,000 signatures required.
Ross Carter, counsel for the
state Board of Elections, said
the signatures must be collected
from registered voters and delivered to the secretary of state by
Aug. 27.
Perot, 61, who made his fortune building a computer services company, has said he will
seek the presidency as an independent if volunteers obtain
enough signatures to place him
on the ballot in every state. Hellebusch said the state campaign
has leased space in Louisville.

305-A S. 12th St.
(Next to DumpIle's)
753-0959

Read the classifieds

Jones Auto
Autos - Trucks - Vans
Boats - RV's - Mobile
Homes & etc.
*Car Stereo Installion*

759-9105 or 9107 1

I 515 South 4th

St. I I
on 3rd.
Entrance
Glass
Eles
Behind

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

POST IMPRESSIONS® PERM
Reg $55

Haircut and style
included Long hair and design
wraps additional charge
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JCPen
Styling Salon
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2400 East Wood Street • Paris, TN
642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816
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Washington Today

Baker tries but can't
win Israel's supporters
By GEORGE GEDDA
Associated Press Wrtter

WASHINGTON — When Secretary of State James A. Baker III was
talking about his Middle East policy the other night, he seemed incredulous that anybody would question his devotion to Israel's security.
Baker, after all, is the man who worked round the clock to help tame
Israel's archenemy Saddam Hussein a year ago and almost singlehandedly arranged direct peace talks between Israel and its Arab
neighbors.
"We constructed a peace process that was basically on Israel's terms,"
he said. "We brought Arab countries to the table face-to-face with Israel,
which she has said she wanted for over 40 years. We did so because we
thought that was the right approach to take."
But the notion that Baker has little affection for Israel or Jews in general won't go away.
He still is being dogged by reports that he used an expletive several
weeks ago in describing American Jews. Two weeks after his spokeswoman issued the most categorical denial possible, New York Times columnist William Safire asserted, "I can confirm that Mr. Baker did say that.
with the same vulgarism that made it so memorable."
After the reports of Baker's alleged comment first appeared, it was hard
to find a Jewish leader anywhere who rushed to Baker's defense.
"The fundamentals of our relationship are as rock solid as they have
always been," Baker said the other night. But his critics aren't so sure.
The belief that the bureaucracy is laden with Arab sympathizers has
been reinforced by leaked intelligence reports accusing Israel of transferring anti-missile technology to China and a host of other items to other
countries — all without U.S. authorization.
The State Department dismissed the allegation about the Israeli-China
connection on Thursday, citing a lack of evidence. But it has not
addressed the other allegations, which are in part the product of State
Department Inspector General Sherman Funk, who operates beydnd Baker's control.
Funk's conclusions were supposed to have been secret but they found
their way into The Wall Street Journal three weeks ago. The newspaper
quoted officials as saying the evidence against Israel was
"overwhelming."
Rep. Charles E. Schumer, D-N.Y., one of Israel's strongest supporters
on Capitol Hill, thinks Baker has been too cavalier about the anti-Israeli
leaks.
"This administration has been quick to go after small leaks which are
unfavorable to its agenda," Schumer said Thursday. "But when there are
leaks of intelligence data which rock the diplomatic world and defame
Israel, nobody seems interested in holding anyone accountable."
Leslie Gelb, a former State Department official and now columnist for
The New York Times, agrees that Baker's response to the leaks has been
"lame."
He thinks the leakers may have been inspired by the tough line Baker
and President Bush have taken on Israel's request for housing loan guarantees — which they turned down because Israel refused to halt construction of settlements in the occupied territories.
Gelb said he has no quarrel with the settlements policy but believes
Baker may have created an atmosphere in which the basic U.S.-Israeli
relationship has been called into question.
Gelb wrote that nurturing such an environment is self-defeating
"because it sparks Jewish paranoia everywhere and causes Israelis to dig
in against the very compromises the administration hopes to promote in
the Mideast negotiations."
Such talk leaves Baker mystified. a point he underscored the other
mght when he talked about the bases of U.S.-Israeli relations:
"Strategic cooperation, shared values, and the absolute and unyielding
commitment of the United States and this administration to Israel's security, something that I talk about every time I go to Israel, and, frankly,
every time I have an opportunity."
• • • •
(EDITOR'S NOTE — George Gedda has covered foreign affairs for
The Associated Press since 1968.)

World Editorial Roundup
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March 28; Marineue (Wis.) Eagle-Star on federal aid to farmers:
Thumbs down to our federal government for not providing enough
funds for struggling farmers whose crops were washed away by floods or
parched by drought in 1990 and 1991.
The U.S. Department of Agriculture has only S995 million to divide
among thousands of farmers, nurseries and orchards that lost crops to bad
weather.
The revenues are far short of what it will take to cover the losses.
Farmers can expect only 10 cents to 50 cents for every dollar lost
Most checks are expected to be an average of 30 cents on the dollar.
Farmers experiencing devastation in previous bad-weather years
received much more generous reimbursements.
Farmers have a reason to be upset when a nation as rich as ours can
send millions of dollars in aid to other countries for similar hardships, but
can't care for its own during difficult times.
The federal government should be ashamed of itself.
March 21; The Beckley (W.Va.) Register-Herald on the Smithsonian
Institute:
In the shadow of the current "Buy American" offensive, an Ohio congressman has unearthed a nefarious bit of news at the nation's most famous museum, the Smithsonian.
Republican Rep. Ralph Regula has discovered that replicas of antique
American quilts, handmade folk an, are being cranked out in the People's
Republic of China. The Smithsonian doesn't sell them, but is in on an
arrangement that helps the museum raise money.
The Smithsonian signed a contract for the Chinese-made quilts because
of the price and because no American firms contracted could deliver the
quantities required.
In a letter to the Smithsonian, Reside says the museum "should not
denigrate die art et die artisans by "guesting that it can or should be
copied by low-eme
Regida's wrath is reasonable, but we wonder what be has to say about
American "Indian" wares — tandmiwks, wins, pipes, etc, —
offael at roadside misedone. MO of
se* so be tie& in Taiwan.

Perotfor president?
SAN ANTONIO — Presidentially speaking, it's been an odd year,
but if billionaire H. Ross Perot gets
into the race, it soon will be odder
yet. Is this guy serious? Deep in
the heart of Texas, some very savvy folks are taking him seriously
indeed.
I came to San Antonio to make a
little talk to the annual meeting of
Texas publishers. As a rule
publishers are a sober lot, not given
to wild flights of fancy. To my
amazement, most of them were
looking upon a Perot candidacy as
a real possibility.
Let me say, straight off, if Perot
runs, he won't win. There's not
going to be any President H. Ross
Perot, not this i' time, anyhow.
Forget it. But if he can get his electors on the ballots of all 50 states,
this upstart tycoon could profoundly affect the outcome.
Perot won't win for reasons both
political and constitutional. These
are powerful reasons.
Here in Texas, Perot is the stuff
of legends. Abroad in the land, he's
nobody. Money can buy TV commercials, and commercials will buy
recognition, but name recognition
in itself is not enough. Voters will
need to know something about H.
Ross Perot besides his wealth, and
what do we know?
Most of us don't even know
what the "H" stands for. We know

the year he was born (1930), but
not the day or month. His eight
lines in Who's Who in America tell
us that he is "married," but to
whom he does not say. Is he thinskinned? Hot-tempered? Any bimbos in his bed? In the world of
high finance he may be the cat's
whiskers. In politics he ranks
below a freshman in the House.
Money is the mother's milk of
politics, and Perot has it by the
tankful. Reportedly he is prepared
to spend S100 million of his own
pocket change to publicize his candidacy. OK, it's a free country. But
his critics will shout it from the
housetops: There's no sign at 1600
Pennsylvania Ave. that says
"House for Sale."
True, some wealthy men have
surmounted the handicap of great
wealth. Jay Rockefeller did it as
governor and senator in West Virginia. In Wisconsin, Herb Kohl
spent S7.5 million of his own
money to buy his way into the
Senate. The Kennedy clan provides

other examples, but nothing has
come along on the Texas scale of
H. Ross Perot.
A campaign stays alive on
money, but it moves on the backs
of volunteers who weep with sorrow when their guy loses and cry
with joy when he wins. It's a personal thing. You can't buy devotion as if you were buying stock.
Constitutional obstacles stand in
his way. The people do not elect a
president Electors elect a president, state by state, winner take all.
Perot must first get his electors on
the ballot, and every state has its
own rules.
Washington requires only 200
signatures on a petition. Minnesota
demands 2,000, Nebraska 2,500,
Alabama and Kentucky 5,000. In
Louisiana, Perot must provide a
statement "in not more than three
words of the political principle that
he represents." Filing deadlines
begin in Texas in May.
Perot's fortune could hire hands
to perform these ministerial tasks.

What then? Does he campaign as
others do? Is Perot ready to press
the flesh at old folks' homes? From
what we know of his public positions — he opposed Desert Storm,
he favors abortion rights, he
opposes free trade with Mexico —
the fellow seems to be 60/40
Democrat/Republican. He has a lot
of talking to do.
The publishers I talked to in
Texas felt that Perot would pull
votes equally from both George
Bush and Bill Clinton. He would
be a one-man spoiling gang. Not
since George Wallace in 1968 has
any third-party or independent candidate won any electoral votes of
his own. Before him was Strom
Thurmond (1948), Bob LaFollette
(1924) and Theodore Roosevelt
(1912).
Perot could not carry a single
state as an independent, but given
the pervasive political discontent,
he might well roll up an impressive
vote. Many Republicans are unhappy with Bush. Many Democrats are
uneasy with Clinton.
I come back to this: The gentleman is an amateur at a game played by professionals. Even if he ran
a flawless campaign, a campaign
with no foot-it-Mouth blunders, he
wouldn't rid into the White
House. But he could do this: He
could royally mess things up for
everybody else.

146 DEMaRiMc FIELD- STATuS REPoRT,
Perspective on Politics

Slick Williefaces Tricky Dick's problem
always been perfect but whether questioner told Clinton that chang- campaigns for the House and
you've made an honest effort to ing positions may account for tilt Senate in California, the "Nixon
have convictions and to live by "Slick Willie" label first applied Fund" controversy that almost
WASHINGTON — Long before them," Clinton said, a standard to him back in Arkansas. Clinton pushed him off the 1952 ticket, and
his scarred presidency, Richard answer to a nagging question.
disputed the premise, saying he'd his vice presidential role as a politNixon wrote the book on political
The toll shows in the public been consistent "And, you see, ical tough guy.
image problems. Now Bill Clinton opinion polls. Even while Clinton one of the reasons that you get a
It was firmly implanted by 1960
is struggling with a sequel. Tricky has been winning a delegate lead of Slick Willie attack is if someone when he first ran for president. and
Dick, meet Slick Willie.
more than 6 to 1 over Brown, and like you rnischaracterizes my posi- he already was saying he'd
changed, he hoped for the better.
Clinton's challenge in seeking to three major rivals have withdrawn tion," he said.
dispel an image he calls a creation from the race, the character issue
But he certainly did nothing to "All right, they still call me Tricky
of strangers repeating the worst has persisted.
dispel the impression with his Dick," he told columnist James J.
about him may be tougher than that
Clinton says adverse perceptions handling of the marijuana question, Kilpatrick before his 1968 comeconfronted by Nixon in 1960 and are .understandable given the bar- repeatedly evading by saying he'd back. 'It's a brutal thing to fight. If
1968.
rage of "bad stuff" voters have never broken state or federal law, anyone takes the time to check my
While Clinton works on repairs. been told about him by the news then acknowledging on Sunday that public record fairly ... he'd have to
rival Democrat Jerry Brown keeps media. "I have been a punching he had broken British law at conclude that on the great issues of
trying to bang new dents into the bag in New York and all across Oxford by trying it a couple of the past 20 years my record is clear
voter impression of the Arkansas this country," he said Monday times. "No one had ever asked me and consistent."
governor. Party leaders are worried after deciding to go head-on with the direct question before," he
No major primary opponents
he'll succeed and damage the man Brown in a series of New York said.
goaded him on the character questhey still think likely to top the debates.
Clinton's image problems are tion in either of those campaigns,
Democratic ticket next fall.
Despite the risks, Clinton said at more personal and have been more and Nixon was the incumbent in
With denials and explanations, least the debates would put his concentrated than the "Tricky 1972 when he won the term trunClinton has dealt with questions views on the issues directly to the Dick" impression that dogged the cated by his Watergate resignation.
Looking back, John P. Sears, the
about an alleged affair, his People.
early Nixon. That had nothing to
lawyer who managed
Washington
Press"
"Meet
the
Vietnam era draft status, his busiNBC-TV's
do
with
On
Watergate: among its oriness dealings, actions as governor, program a week ago Sunday, a gins were the tactics of his initial Nixon's 1968 primary campaign,
said trust was a problem that year,
and most recently, his admission
and the antidote was to concentrate
that he tried marijuana as a student
on competence to do the job.
at Oxford.
That's Clinton's emphasis now,
MI of that has hit in 10 primary
as he tells Democrats he is the man
campaign weeks, forcing Clinton to
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
who can manage the changes the
deal with character questions that
opiniona on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
nation
needs made.
folthe
divert him and deflect attention
with
comply
topics,
provided
they
print letters on a variety of
••• •
from his ideas on national problowing guidelines: all letters must be signed by the Writer, with the
(EDITOR'S
NOTE — Walter It.
lems and issues.
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
Mean,
vice
president
and columLedIt happened again Wednesday,
Murray
not
be
published.)
The
will
numbers
(telephone
necessary
nistfor The Associates? Press, has
when television host Phil Donahue
ger dc limes reserves the right to condense or reject any letter.
reported on Washington and
pressed Clinton on the alleged
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
national politics for store than 25
affair. "I believe is Idelloire it
Murray,
KY
42071.
P.O.
WA
HMO,
Times,
&
years.)
character is sot windier you've

By WALTER R. MEARS
Associated Press News Analysis

Just drop us a line...
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25% OFF
• ALL BETTER WATCHES
FROM BULOVA , SEIKO
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• FASHION JEWELRY
FROM SUCH NAMES
AS TRIFARI , CITATION.
AND MORE!

Jewelry photographs may be enlarged to show detail. Jewelry available at JCPenney stores with Fine Jewelry Departments. Store selection may vary
It an Item is not available at your nearest JCPenney store, we will gladly order it for you.
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Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 10-9
Sun. 12:30-5:30
Salon Hours:
Mon -Tues.-Wed 10-8
Thurs. & Fri. 9-8
Sat. 9-6: Sun. 1-5
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MURRAY TODAY
CALENDAR

SPRING SALE

Friday, April 3
Murray State University Percussion Ensemble recital/8 p.m./Annex
Recital Hall, Doyle Fine Arts Center. Admission free.

MAST1C1—
THE NATION'•
FINEST %IMO.
REPLACEMEN1
MNIVw
•
•\
•E

Call for free estimate.
Vinyl Siding Experts
"12 Years Experience"

Daylight saving time begins Sunday, April 5. People are reminded to
set their clocks forward one hour before going to bed Saturday night,
April 4. Daylight saving time will continue until the last Sunday in
October.

Main Street Youth Center/205
North Fourth St./open 6-11 p.m.
Info/753-TEEN

Myers couple will speak Sunday

Games/8 p.m./Murray Moose
Lodge.

PROFESSIONAL
SIDING

Alford Lodge No. 445 Order of
Eastern Starf7:30 p.m./lodge hall at
Aurora.

753-8481

;
T% • -

Specialty Items
Our Specialty

"One Flew Over the Cuckoo's

Nest"/8 p.m./Johnson Theatre,
Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University. Info/7624421 or
762-6797.

All 1L,'

Mr. and Mrs. Cary Brent Harrell

•Wedding Invitations
•Thank You Notes
-Paper Plates
& Napkins
'Ink Rubber Stamps
Much, Much More
'Silk Screening
T-Shirts, Caps etc...
"Best Prices In Town"

QUICKPRINT
Southside Shopping Center
759-4796

Yeager and Harrell vows
are said at Hopkinsville

"Whit. Men Can't
lump (R)

Bargain Matinees
Evarydayl April 3-12
Adult 3.00 Chad 2.50
Rent your movies • at the movies!
1008 Chestnut • 753.3314
Open 11:am to 10:pm

National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Art Guild plans
trip to Berea
for Spring Fair

130
3 40
7 20
930

"Rock-A-Doodle"
(G)

St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Fish Fries/5:30 p.m.; Stations of the Crossf7 p.m.; Movies
at Newman House/8 p.m.

G:nger Hamby Yeager and Cary Brent Harrell, both of Hopkinsvillc,
v.ere married in a private ceremony on Saturday, March 14, at Cumberland Presbyterian Church, Hopkinsvillc.
The noon ceremony, officiated by the Rev. James Talley of Hopkinsville, was attended by family members and close friends.
The bride is the daughter of Mrs. Geraldine Vinson and Gene Hamby,
both of Greenville.
The groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Philip N. Harrell of Murray.
He is the grandson of Mrs. W. Holman Jones and the late Mr. Jones.
and of Aivin H. Harrell and the late Mrs. Harrell, all of Murray.
The bride chose her sister, Mrs. Russell Fowler,>pkinsville, as her
matron of honor.
The groom chose the bride's brother-in-law, Russell Fowler, Hopkinsville, as his best man.
The groom's parents servedls hosts at a wedding luncheon that followed the ceremony.
Following an April trip to Park City Resort, the couple will reside in
Hopkinsville.

!THEATRES!

We are pleased to anElizabeth
that
nounce
Bailey, bride-elect of Stephen Smith has selected her
bedding and bath accessories from our bridal registry.
Elizabeth and Stephen
will be married May 16,
1992

JCPenney
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray Kentucky

The Murray Art Guild, in association with House Travel, will sponsor a tour to Berea to attend the
annual Spring Fair of Kentucky
Guild of Artists and Craftsmen on
May 15 and 16.
The tour coach will leave Murray on Friday, May 15, and return
on Saturday, May 16. The one
night accommodations will be at
the historic Boone Tavern.
The cost for this tour for a double room will be $70 per member
and $80 for non-member. Anyone
desiring a single room, the charge
will be $84 per member and $94
for non-member.
These charges include the tour
coach cost including transportation
to and from Indian Fort State Park.
There will be a small admission
charge for the Spring Fair.
A S20 deposit will be required at
the time of reservation with final
payment due by the deadline of
Wednesday, April 22. Persons
should call Kimberly at House
Travel to make reservations. For
other information call Shirley Johnson, Guild member, at 436-2399.

Annual Student Art Exhibit by
Murray State University students/
on display today through May
7/Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts
Center. Awards ceremony/7 p.m.
Admission free.
Alford Chapter No. 445 Order of
the Eastern Star/7:30 p.m./lodge
hall at Aurora.
Saturday, April 4
Delta Department of Murray
Woman's Club/10 a.m./club house.
AA and Al-Anon open meeting/8
p.m./American Legion building,
South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Infol753-8136 or 435-4314.
Murray Moose Lodge Dance/8
p.m.-12 midnight.
Main Street Youth Center/205
North Fourth St./open 5 to 11 p.m.
Info/753-TEEN.
Myers-Hanes family potluck
reunion/5 p.m./South Marshall
Senior Citizens Building at Hardin.

Singles Organizational
Society/5:30 p.m./Chamber of
Commerce to carpool to Charlie's
Restaurant at Oak Grove. Info/
or
Pamela, 753-7638
Jeanne/753-0224.
"One Flew Over the Cuckoo's
Nest"/8 p.m./Johnson Theatre,
Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University. Info/762-4421 or
762-6797.
Communication Disorders
Conference/8:30 a.m.-4:30
p.m./Room 240, Special Education
Building, Murray State University.
Admission free to students and $25
for professionals.
Pony Pull/12 noon/West Kentucky
Livestock Show and Exposition
Center. Admission $3.
(Cont'd on page 7)
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Holly says... See our large selection of
• Gourmet Bunny Chocolates
• Stuffed Bunnies • Easter Arrangements
• Rabbit Treasure Candles

"Wonderful Goodies to fill Easter Baskets"
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7534567
305 So. 12th Bt.

The Rev. Richard Myers and his wife, the former Sue Cain, will be special
guest speakers at the services at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. on Sunday. April 5, at
New
New Concord Pentecostal Church. Mrs. Myers is a former resident of
Concord. Both Rev. Myers and his wife are graduates of Tupelo Bible
School.

Calvary Temple plans revival
Calvary Temple Pentecostal Church will have revival services starling
Sunday, April 5. Evangelist Gene Baldwin will conduct the services at 6:30
p.m. Sunday and at 7 p.m., Monday through Saturday. The Rev. E.F. Clare,
on
pastor, invites the public to attend the services at the church, located
South.
U.S. Highway 641

St. Leo plans special events
Parishioners of St. Leo Catholic Church will gather for an Evening of
in
Reflection, 'Growing Toward God,' on Sunday, April 5, from 6 to 8 pm,
serGleason Hall. Fellowship and refreshments will conclude the evening's
7 p.m.
vice. The Sacrament of Reconciliation will be Monday, April 6, at

Summer youth baseball planned
Any youths in Murray and Calloway County between the ages of 5 to 18
call
who want to play baseball this summer can still sign up. Persons may
to 4
the office of Murray-Calloway County Park at 762-0325 from 9 a.m.
p.m. to obtain registration information for the various age groups.

Pinochle Partners will meet
Pinochle Partners will meet at 12 noon at Louie's Steak House on the
be on
second and fourth Wednesdays of each month. The next session will For
Wednesday, April 8. All experienced pinochle players are welcome.
more information call 753-5077 or 753-1438.

Woman's Club Board will meet
6,
The Executive Board of Murray Woman's Club will meet Monday, April
general
at 12 noon at the Calloway County Public Library. Naomi Rogers,
treasurer, will give an 'Overview of Finances of the Murray Club' at the start
of the meeting. All club members are invited to attend. Prior to the board
meeting, the Fair Queen Committee will meet at 11:30 a.m, at the library.
to
Gerry Reed, president, urges all board members and interested persons
attend.

Libertarians plan events
3
Events are planned by the Libertarians on Friday and Saturday, April
at
e
Concours
Bookstore
of
floor
second
the
on
and 4. The group will be
Curris Center, Murray State University, from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Friday, and
will meet from 7 to 9 p.m. Friday in the Mississippi Room of the Curris Center. Saturday the Libertarians will be at the Calloway County Public Library
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Cancer Support meeting Tuesday
in
Cancer Support Group will meet Tuesday, April 7, from 3 to 4 p.m.
all
to
open
is
This
Hospital.
County
lloway
Murray-Ca
of
room
dining
private
interested persons. For more information call Nancy Rose, R.N. at
762-1389.

Genealogical Society will meet
The Calloway County Genealogical Society will meet Tuesday, April 7, at
4 p.m. in the Annex of Calloway County Public Library. All members and
interested persons are invited to attend.

Camera Club will meet Monday
Murray-Calloway County Camera Club will meet Monday, April 6, at 7
p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library. All members and interested persons are invited and urged to attend.

Kappas plan meeting
Kappa Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Tuesday, April 7, at
6:30 p.m. at the club house. Jana Tidwell of Vacation Station will present a
program on 'Armchair Travel Through England, Scotland and Wales. Hostesses will be Diana Jones, Gail Turner, Mary Shipley and Martha Roberts.

Free checks on Tuesday
Free blood pressure checks will be given Tuesday, April 7, from 12 noon
to 2 p.m. at Murray Seventh-Day Adventist Church, Sycamore and South
15th Streets. This is a free service of the church.
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Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor

AA and Al-Anon open meeting/8
p.m./American Legion Building,
South Sixth and Maple Streets.

•E

Mastic
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Joy Fellowship to meet April 6
The Joy Fellowship of First Assembly of God Church will meet Monday,
April 6, from 6 to 8:30 p.m. at Pagliai's. A special Easter Hat contest will be
held. Doris Strong of Paducah will be the speaker. For reservations call
Judy Denton at 753-9830.

We are pleased to
announce that Rayma
Williamson bride-elect
of Ronnie King, has
made her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
Rayma and Ronnie
will be married May 2,
1992.

Day of Recollection at Aurora
A Day of Recollection will, be Sunday, April 5, at 10:30 a.m. Mass at St.
Henry's Catholic Church, Aurora. The theme will be By Name We Are
Called.' A sack lunch is requested for the noon luncheon. Coffee and drinks
will be available. A communal penitential service will begin at 2 p.m.

We are pleased to announce
that Tonya Hughes bride-elect of
Tony Davenport, has made her
domestic and household selections through our bridal registry.
Tonya and Tony will be married May 1, 1992.

WAL-MART

WAL-MART

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 24; Sauk. 124

Hours:
Moe_-Set. 24; Ihma. /2.4

Lexington Choir to give concert
The Rev. Arlester Washington and the Central Kentucky Mass Choir from
Lexington will be in concert on Saturday. April 4, at 6:30 p.m. at Mount Moriah Missionary Baptist Church, 1201 South Eight St., Paducah. The Rev
Lawrence B. Milliken is the pastor. For information call 1-444-0406.

Retired Teachers will meet
The Calloway County Retired Teachers Association will meet Monday.
April 6, at the Ellis Community Center, 630 Ellis Dr., Murray. Refreshments
will be served at 1 p.m. and the program will start at 1:30 p.m. Peggy WI.
hams, director of WATCH. (work activities training center for the hand) will give an update on the various activities of the local center at
702 Main SW1., Murray. CCRTA President Wilson Gantt invites all retired
educators from the Murray City, Calloway County and Murray State University systecem to attend and to consider membership in Calloway County,
First District and Kentucky RTA groups

"
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Bandarra and Thacker vows said
The wedding of Miss Kimberly
Dawnne Buidarra, daughter of Ray
Bandana and Linda Sanders of
Murray, and Barry West Thacker
Jr., son of Patricia Bray of Murray
and Barry Thacker Sr. of Herington, Kan., was solemnized on
Saturday. Feb. 15, at Murray
Woman's Club House.
County Judge/Executive George relf'
Rainey Apperso7
Weaks performed the double ring
downs a day and most are given by
.
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themselves.
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The
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STORY HOUSE
HERB FARM
(502) 7534158
Mernbor.
Kentucky Nurseryman's
Association

Open Fridays and Saturdays
10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
and by appointment
- Located four miles West of Murray Take Highway 94 W to Squire Erwin Rd
Turn left and go one haV mile to the
greenhoura
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A&A Auto &
Van Rental

*Daily & Weekly Rentals
•Clean, Dependable Cars
& Vans
*Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales

• 11 East Main St.
Flit'
753-4461

WAL-MART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray
Hour*:
Mon.-Sat. Wik Sun. 124
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were in charge of the gifts. Miss
Janess Keys and her mother, Mrs.
Pamela Keys, served at the
reception.
Although the wedding director
could not attend the wedding
because of an emergency to the
hospital with her infant son, a special thank you is merited for Mrs.
Deena Pace for her assistance to
the planning of the wedding.
The new Mrs. Thacker is a graduate of Calloway County High
School and plans to attend Murray
State University in the fall of 1992
with a major in accounting.
Mr. Thacker is attending Murray
State University pursuing a degree
in civil engineering. He is employed at C.D.M. Construction
Company.
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Mr. and Mrs. Barry West Thacker Jr.

Sunday, April 5
Student recital by Scott Dallas,
percussion/3:30 p.m./Annex Recital
Hall, Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray State University. Admission
free.
National Scouting Museum/open
12:30-4:30 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include After Mass social/8 a.m.;
Bible Study/9:30 a.m.; Evening of
Reflection/6 p.m.
Land Between the Lakes events
include Iron Industry/10:30 a.m.
and 1:30 p.m./Homeplace; Feeding
Time/9:15 a.m., Attracting
Bluebirds/1 p.m., Bald and Golden
Eagles/2 p.m., Return of the Red
Wolf/2:30 p.m. and Snakes/3
p.m./Nature Center.

MURRAY
TODAY
BRIDAL
,REGISTRY
We are pleased to
announce that Stephanie Vanover bride-elect
of Jason Phillips, has
made her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
Stephanie and Jason
will be married May
16, 1992.

WAL-MART

WAL-MART

Hwy. 641 North
Murray
Hours:
Mon-Sat.9 9, Sun 12 44

Hwy. 641 North
Murray
Hour.:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6
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SPORTS
Duke's Laettner named AP player of year

111

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Christian Lacuna, the man who has
made the Final Four a yearly routine and getting there as exci!ing as
it gets, today was named Associated Press college basketball
player of the year.
The 6-foot-11 senior AllAmerican received the Adolph F.
Rupp Trophy, the award named for
the late University of Kentucky
coach.
Laettner easily beat last year's
winner, Shaquille O'Neal of Louisiana State, in the nationwide voting of sportswriters and broadcas-

•

Lakers, Tigers
take wins into
Spring Break

ters which was conducted on a
5-3-1 basis before the NCAA
tournament.
Lawrie, received 53 first-place
votes and 336 points, while
O'Neal, a junior who is reportedly
set to declare for the NBA draft,
had 248 points and 33 first-place
votes.
The top vote-getters were on the
All-America team, as was Jim
Jackson of Ohio State, who was
third with 172 points and was followed by Harold Miner of Southern
Cal, 131, and Alonzo Mourning of
Georgetown, 41.

Lacttner has made the NCAA
tournament his personal highlight
film with four Final Four appearances in as many years, with a
national championship last season.
Saturday's game against Indiana
will tie Laettner for most tournament games played, 22, and he
already has the scoring record, 380
points, as well as most free throws
made and attempted. He is eighth
on the all-time rebounding list and
is one steal shy of taking the top
spot in that category. •
His turnaround jumper from 17
feet to beat the overtime buzzer

gave the Blue Devils a 104-103
victory over Kentucky last
weekend and the spot in the Final
Four. He did the same thing as a
sophomore, nailing a shot from
almost the same distance in ihp
same situation to beat Connecticut
in the East Regional title game.
Laettner's statistics this season,
one in which Duke ran from Stan
to finish as No. I, are also quite
impressive. He averaged 21.9
points and 7.8 rebounds while
shooting 58 percent from the field,
including 57 percent from 3-point
range, the second-best figure in the

nation.
"When he was a freshman, he
was not nearly the player he is
now, but he has come a long way
with the Duke coaching," Indiana
coach Bob Knight said of Laettner.
"Laettner is a bigger version of a
player in our own conference, Jim
Jackson. He is not as quick as
Jackson, but he has the ability to
pass, shoot and create for his
team."
Laettner's selection deprived
O'Neal of becoming the third player to repeat as player of the year.

Ysursa lifts
'Breds over
Indians 4-2

Laker Basketball Awards Banquet

Staff Report
Staff Report

Murray ledspor & Tinto@

Murray Lodger & Times

Calloway County and Murray
High's baseball teams will be
going into Spring Break on a high
note, as each picked up their first
win of the season Thursday.
Calloway needed a squeeze play
in the last inning to pull out a 9-8
win over Graves County, while
three Tiger pitchers combined to
no-hit Fulton City in a 6-1 victory.
Graves went ahead of Calloway
8-7 in the five-inning game in the
top of the final inning, but the Ulcers rallied in the home half.
Jamie McDaniel tied the game
with an RBI single. Then, Sean
Waller doubled down the right
field line and later found himself
on third base with Mike Stubblefield at the plate.
With the squeeze play on, Stubbelfield distracted the catcher who
couldn't handled the pitch in the
dirt and a stealing Waller crossed
the plate with the winning run.
Calloway (1-1) will now hit the
road for Spring Break games in
Tennessee.
the Lakers will play Jackson
Northside today in Jackson, Tenn.,
before playing a pair of games in
Memphis on Saturday.
• • • •
Lucas Denhart's solo home run
in the first inning at Fulton City
provided the spark the Tigers
needed offensively, while three
pitchers gave head coach Cary
Miller something to look forward
to in the season opener.
"We played five innings of
errorless ball and I saw a lot of
good things out there,” Miller said.
"It's such a young group, but we
did a good job."
Denhart's solo blast was backed
up by four Tiger runs in the second
inning as they turned over a 5-0
lead to their pitching staff.
Tiger hurlers Jon Reed, Robert
Weatherly and Darren Gantt all
combined on the one-run no-hiuer.
Senior Michael Lovett sparkled at
the plate with two hits. In addition
to Denhart's homer, Ted Booth
added a double.
The Tigers' next game will be
April 13 at Mayfield.

111=UL 1141111011/Lodgot & Thou photo

The Calloway County Lakers held their basketball banquet Thursday night at the Holiday Inn in Murray.
Pictured above are the award winners. In the front row (from 1-r) are manager John Glueck (Senior
Award), Eric Johnson (Best Defensive Player and Scholar-Athlete Awards) and Thomas Hornbuckle (Most
Assists Award). In the back row are Craig Carraway (Hustle Award), Jason Greer (All-District Award),
Trent Gibson (Field Goal Percentage Award) and Matt Price (Scholar-Athlete Award).

Western not in Hollywood to star gaze
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Making
his third trip to the women's Final
Four, Paul Sanderford doesn't have
stars in his eyes. even if he is in
Hollywood.
This time, all the Western Kentucky coach sees is trophies, like
the one the NCAA champions get.
"We're coming to the Final Four
with the idea to win it, not just be
there," he said. "The first time we
were in the Final Four, we were
excited just to be there. It wouldn't
have mattered if we'd played the
Lakers.
"The second time we ran up
against a tough Texas team" that
went on to win the 1986
championship.
Six seasons later, the Lady Toppers (26-7) are back and set to play
Southwest Missouri State (31-2).
the surprise team of the Final Four,
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Murray State pitcher Bernie
Ysursa picked up his first collegiate win on Thursday, as the 'Breds
picked up a much-needed 4-2 win
over Arkansas State.
Murray State (6-14) used a
three-run fifth inning to break out
to a 3-0 lead, then added a single
run in the seventh to provide a
cushion for the bullpen.
Ysursa, a sophomore, allowed
five hits and two runs in six
innings. His teammates gave him a
working lead in the fifth by rattling
off five consecutive hits.
ASU (14-15) drew to within 3-2
in the sixth before the 'Breds added
an insurance run when Murray
High product Jason Sammons
singled and scored on Kurt
Muskoprs triple.
Barry McCallum worked the
seventh and eighth innings for the
'Breds, while Kent Wallace threw
in the ninth.
Murray State's next action will
be on Saturday when they travel to
Ohio Valley Conference rival
Southeast Missouri.

Another Great
10th Anniversary Special
pr:. Regular Bar-B-Q
and Fries
Good March 30 thru April 4

Friday & Saturday Night Buffet

on Saturday. Stanford (28-3) and
Virginia (32-1) square off in the
second semifinal.
Of the four schools, Western
Kentucky arguably has had the
toughest road.
The Lady Toppers rallied to beat
defending NCAA champion and
top seed Tennessee 75-70 in the
regional semifinals. They had to
rally again to beat No. 2 seed
Maryland by the same score.
"I have never had a team play
with the amount of confidence and
poise this team has," said Sanderford, whose teams advanced to the
Final Four in 1985 and 1986. "We
believed we could beat Tennessee
and Maryland."
Southwest Missouri State, making its first appearance in the
NCAA women's Final Four, may
be the hottest team you've never

heard of.
The Lady Bears own a 21-game
winning streak but entered the tournament as the No. 8 seed in the
Midwest, becoming the lowestseeded team ever in the women's
Final Four.
What are the Lady Bears doing
in the same tournament with
heavyweights Virginia and Stanford and well-respected Western
Kentucky, their semifinal opponent
Saturday?
Virginia coach Debbie Ryan
said: "They have a lot of confidence and are exuding it."
"We hitve made it this far
because of the overachieving attitude of our players," coach Cheryl
Burnett said. "We feel like the heroines of Missouri."
Burnett said her team was lucky
to be playing in the Final Four,

having squeaked into the regional
semifinal with a 61-60 overtime
win over top-seeded Iowa on its
home court.
Sanderford feels just as lucky,
especially after his team started off
4-4.
"We struggled through the season," he said. "We have more losses than the other three teams
combined."
His team's advantages are depth
and height, but he worries that
Southwest Missouri State is just as
deep
Western Kentucky gets most of
its points in the paint, with the help
of 6-foot-4 center Paulette Monroe,
averaging 12 points per game.
Kim Pehlke, a 5-7 shooting
guard, averaged 11.9 points during
the regular season but has averaged
22.7 points in the tournament

Teamwork helping Rocket cause
(AP)—The Houston Rockets did
what they have to do to get back
into the NBA playoff race — play
as a - te,am.
The Rockets — in their second
game since Hakeem Olajuwon
returned from a three-game suspension — had nine players in double
figures and outrebounded Denver
55-41 on Thursday night while
routing the Nuggets 137-114.
"Everybody got a chance to be a
part of it and we needed to get our
morale and confidence back,"
coach Rudy Tomjanovich said.
"We needed more of a blue collar
attitude."
Houston exploited the inside
against Denver, which played without its rookie All-Star center
Dikembe Mutombo after he had
surgery on the torn ligaments in his

left thumb earlier in the day.
Houston established a seasonhigh for points in snapping a sixgame losing streak, while the Nuggets extended their string of losses
to six.
"This was a big win for us
because it stopped our losing
ways," Olajuwon said. "All we
need to do now is just win each
game and not worry about what
everyone else is doing."
Olajuwon had 17 points and 11
rebounds, Sleepy Floyd scored 17
points and reserve forward Larry
Smith scored 15 on 7-for-7 shooting for the Rockets, who trail the
Los Angeles Lakers by two games
for the last Western Conference
playoff bath.
It was the third time this week
the Nuggets allowed a team to end

Bar-B-0 Ribs, Pond Raised Catfish Filets,

a long losing streak against them.
Dallas' losing streak stopped at 15
games and the Minnesota Timberwolves' at 16.
Mutombo, who tore a ligament
in his left thumb against Phoenix
on March 28, underwent successful
surgery on Thursday, but will be
out for the rest of the season. He
had averaged 16.6 points, 12.3
rebounds and three blocks in his
first season.
"Our guys weren't getting their
shots and they were really hurting
us inside," Denver coach Paul
Westhead said.
Elsewhere in the NBA, it was
New York 117, Charlotte 96;
Cleveland 115, the Los Angeles
Clippers 98; Phoenix 109, Golden
State 105; Portland 118, Utah 86;
and Seattle III, Sacramento 103.

Sports Writer
By MI LITHE
Associated Press
Huggins arrives
in Twin Cities
with clean image
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — As
little as we've heard about
him, as gruff, tough and
resourceful as Cincinnati coach
Bob Huggins is rumored to
be, you half expect to get to
Minnesota and hear stories
about how he was raised by a
pack of wolves.
The truth is his childhood
was a lot more like "Leave It
to Beaver" — so long as you
include the soundtrack of a
basketball pounding pavement
in the background.
"He was the kind of kid
who went to bed as soon as
it was dark so he could get
up the next morning and start
playing again," Charlie
Huggins, one of Ohio's legendary high school coaches, is
saying Thursday about the
eldest of his six children.
"He just played and played
and played and played. ...
Gene Ford, who's the coach
over at Cambridge (Ohio)
High now, lived about a block
away, and the two of them
were always going at it. People see Bobby working up a
storm on the sideline now, but
even when he was a kid,
every game was always the
biggest game of the year. And
sometimes it could get pretty
noisy.
"Bobby was always setting
goals for himself," the elder
Huggins added, laughing, "and
he always had a good
imagination."
Too good was what most
people thought when Bob
Huggins popped up at the
head of the storied Cincinnati
program in March 1989 and
in his first news conference
said his goal was to put the
Bearcats in the Final Four.
Immediately.
"I pretty much said that if
I don't believe that we can
get to the Final Four," Bob
Huggins said, "1 don't know
how our players are supposed
to believe that we can get to
the Final Four. ...
"What I think happens is
that sometimes people are
afraid to dream, they're afraid
to have high expectations
because they're afraid of
failure. I didn't come in with
a five-year rebuilding plan or
a three-year or a four-year or
whatever it is that people do,
because, in doing so, you
cheat the people that are
involved in the program.
"As soon as kids hear
'rebuilding' they think it's an
excuse to lose."
Interestingly enough, though,
rebuilding is the one word
Huggins' career is most closely associated with. That and
overachieving.
After winning a state
championship while playing for
his father, being an academic
All-American at West Virginia
and doing stints as an
assistant at his alma mater,
then at Ohio State and Central
Florida, Huggins landed his
first head coaching job at tiny
Walsh College in 1980 at age
27. An oft-told antecdote,
courtesy of former graduate
assistant Steve Burgess, reveals
that it didn't take much longer
for Huggins to start building a
reputation.
It seems the captain of his
first Walsh team, a pre-med
student with a 3.94 grade-point
average named Matt Hardwick,
didn't hit the mark Huggins
had set for him.
"Bob chewed him out for
(Coned on page 9)
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Spring winning streak has
Piniella raving about Reds

Actions& Reactions
MSU WOMEN'S TENNIS

PLANT CITY, Fla.(AP) — Lou
Piniella doesn't rave about many
things, but he's having a hard time
containing his enthusiasm as the
Cincinanti Reds' spring training
ends.
He put the finishing touches on
his opening day roster Thursday,
then watched his team pound Toronto 10-2 for its sixth straight win.
He also got good news from the
doctors: reliever Rob Dibble is
ahead of schedule in recovering
from shoulder tendinitis.
A perfect way to wind up spring
training. Enough to make him gush
a little.
"We're playing good baseball,"
Piniella said emphatically. "We're
playing good baseball every day,
whether we're winning or getting
beat."
The Reds finish their Florida
training camp with a game today
against Minnesota at Fort Myers.
Then they head north with a roster
that emphasizes pitching, defense
and speed.
Exactly what Piniella set out to
do this spring.
The Reds revamped their pitching staff and starting lineup over
the winter after finishing fifth in
the NL West. They traded Eric
Davis to Los Angeles, acquired Bip
Roberts to bat leadoff, and rebuilt
their starting rotation with Tim
Belcher and Greg Swindell.
The improvement is striking to
Piniella.
"This is a different ballclub with
a different look than we had last
year — and really, from what we
had in '90," Piniella said. "At the
end of last season we were just a
bad ballclub, and not because we
had bad talent but because we had
people hurt. We needed to do some

The Middle Tennessee State Lady Raiders won all three doubles
matches and defeated Murray State 6-3 here Thursday in Ohio Valley
Conference women's tennis. MTSU and MSU were tied 3-3 after singles
play, but the Blue Raiders won the match with their doubles play. Here we
the complete results:
Singles — Gonne Diderik (MSU) def. Lorinda Weiss, 6-1, 6-4. Veal
Soresman (MTSU) def. Heather Donovan, 3-6,74 6-1. Carol McPherson
(MTSU) def. Amy Hall, 6-0, 6-2, Lana Al(cod( (MSU) def. Shelly Reed,
6-1, 4-8, 6-3. Jenny Oliveira (MTSU) def. Chris Granacki, 6-2, 6-0. Kristi
Rydhoirn (MSU) def. Karina Beuchler, 6-4, 6-3.
Doubles — Weiss-Soresman (MTSU) def. Diderik-Allcock, 6-2, 6-4.
McPherson-Oliveira (MTSU) def. Donovan-Granacki, 7-5, 7-5. ReedBeuchler (MTSU) def. Hall-Rydholm, 1-6, 6-3, 6-4.
Murray State's record is in 11-5 overall and 2-1 in the OVC, while
Middle is 6-5 and 1-0.

GOLF
SCOTTSDALE, Ariz.(AP) — Jack Nicklaus shot a 7-under-par 65 for a
one-stroke lead over J.C. Snead and Mike Hill after the first round of The
Tradition. Nicklaus, a two-time defending champion in the tournament,
designed the 6,864-yard Cochise Course at Desert Mountain. He tied the
tournament record set by Phil Rodgers in the first round last year.

HOCKEY
TORONTO(AP) — The NHL strike went through its first full day with six
more games canceled and neither side reporting any progress toward a
settlement that would save the Stanley Cup playoffs. The players union
said it made two new proposals, both of which were rejected by the owners. The owners, through the league office, said the union's latest offerings contained nothing new.

BASKETBALL
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Southern Cal coach George Raveling has
signed a multiyear contract extension. The 54-year-old Raveling, who finished his sixth season with at Southern Cal, refused to disclose the length
or terms of the new deal. Raveling turned down a lon9-standing offer to
become executive director of the National Association of Basketball
Coaches.
DENVER (AP) — Denver Nuggets rookie center Dikembe Mutombo will
miss the remainder of the season after surgery to repair a torn ligament in
his left thumb. Dr. Charles Melons, a hand surgeon who worked with
Mutombo when the rookie played at Georgetown, performed the surgery in
New York.

BASEBALL
MIAMI (AP) — Jose Canseco will go for weekly counseling in return for
the dismissal of an aggravated assault charge when the Oakland Athletics
outfielder completes the sessions.
Canseco was arrested Feb. 13 after he allegedly rammed his Porsche
twice into his wife Esther's BMW,then got out and spit on her car window.
Canseco consented to 26 one-hour sessions with a psychologist, psychiatrist or psychotherapist. The charge will be dropped in November if he
finishes the counseling.
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Mets break camp under alleged rape charge
NEW YORK (AP) — Preliminary DNA tests of a blood sample
taken from Dwight Gooden match
a semen stain on the dress a Manhattan woman says she was wearing the night she alleges the pitcher
and two other New York Mets
raped her, according to published

the match would have "nothing to
do with proving force in the case."
Police obtained court-ordered
blood and saliva samples from
Gooden on Monday and Newsday's
sources said the results were
known Wednesday.
The 31-year-old woman filed a

reports.
The New York Daily News and
New York Newsday reported in
today's editions that sources close
to the investigation in Port SL
Lucie, Fla., confirmed the forensic
match. The Daily News' source,
who was not identified, also said
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complaint March 3 saying the three
players — identified by their attorneys as Gooden and outfielders
Vince Coleman and Daryl Boston
— assaulted her a year ago at a
home Gooden was renting.
The Mets broke camp Thursday
and play in Baltimore today.
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Rogers, Jansen top all-star tryout list
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Allstaters Tick Rogers of Hart County
and Christina Jansen of Louisville
Mercy are among 44 players
invited to tryouts for the Kentucky
all-star basketball teams.
The tryouts will be April 10-11
at Farnham Dudgeon Civic Center
in Frankfort. An equal number of
boys and girls have been invited to
try out for the teams, which will be
announced at a news conference

April 11.
Mr. and Miss Basketball, who
will wear No. 1 on their jerseys in
the two games against the Indiana
All-Stars this summer, will not be
named until April 18 at the Kentucky Associated Press Sports Editors meeting in Louisville.
Marty Cline and Darren Allaway
of state champion Hopkinsville
University Heights along with Clay
County's Shannon Hoskins and

Belfry J.J. Hylton are among the
boys invited to the tryouts.
Kristie Stuckenberg and Katie
Roalofs, Jansen's teammates at
Mercy, were offered invitations
with standouts such as Lexington
Henry Clay's Missy Jackson,
Cheyenne Palmer and Shelly
Nichols and Bullitt East's Becky
McKinley.

Huggins...
(Cont'd from page 8)
not working hard enough. Bob
told Matt the reason he was a
3.94 GPA and not a 4.00 was
that he was soft, too easy on
himself," Burgess recalled.
"Bob told him that if he
ever needed a doctor, he
wanted a 4.00 doctor working
on him, not a 3.94 doctor. He
didn't want a 3.94 doctor to
quit on him during a long
operation. He wanted a 4.00
doctor that would get tough
and keep working until he
won."
"Some of that runs in the
family," Charlie Huggins said.
"We're headstrong. Around the
house, we always talked about
reloading, not rebuilding. We
put a lot of emphasis on
overachieveing.
Huggins spent two difficult
seasons learning those lessons.
He was miserable, but he was
determined to forge a team
that reflected his will. Because
of an NCAA-imposed probation, he had only a handful of
scholarships to hand out.
Instead, Huggins concentrated
his efforts on the junior college ranks, bringing in eight
players and coercing another
two to transfer into the Bearcat program.
The blend now includes one
player, Herb Jones, who got
rid of the piranha in his
aquarium because they weren't
aggressive enough, and
another, Terry Nelson, who is
launching a second career as a
stand-up comic.
Huggins himself inspired a
lot of snickering three years
ago when he set his sights on
the big time. Nobody is
laughing now.
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Area churches list sermon topics,times for Sunday services
First Baptist
with scripture from Matthew 5.21-24
Dr. Greg Earwood, pastor, will
and 43-48 at 8 30 and 10:50 a.m. serspeak at 1045 am and 7 pm services. Kim Black will direct the music
vices. Steve Littlefield will direct the
with Joan Bowher as organist. Randall
music with Margaret Wilkins and Janet
Black will sing a solo, 'Jesus Paid It
Finch as accompanists The Sanctuary
liturferial Baptist
All,' at 8.30 service. The Chancel
Choir will sing 'Be Strong in the Lora'
The Rev John Benton, chaplain of
Choir will sing an anthem, 'Sing To
and Janet Brewer will sing a solo, 'In
Kentucky State Penitentiary, will speak
The Lord.* at 10 50 service The Rev.
Heaven's Eyes,' at morning hour. At
at 1050 a.m service and the Rev. Jim
David G Atkinson will liturgist. Acothe evening hour, the Sanctuary will
Simmons, pastor, at 7 p.m. services.
lytes will be Elizabeth Allen and Morsing 'The King's Highway. Dan Shipley
John Wood will direct the music with
gan Blankenship Church School will
will be deacon of week. Sunday
Tonya Simmons and Cindy Ruppel as
be at 9 45 a m , Bible Study on John
School will be at 9-30 a m., Library
accompanists The Music Makers with
11 at 6 p.m and Reach-out Callers I at
open at 8:30 a.m. and 6 30 p.m , Adult
Cindy Vance will sing His Name Is
7 p.m
Handbells at 4:30 p m., Acteens at
Wonderful' and the Sanctuary Choir
Baptist
Eastwood
4-45
p.m., Youth Choir at 5 50 p.m.,
will sing 'Wonderful Grace of Jesus' at
Dr Lynn Mayan, pastor, will speak
Adult Discipleship, GAs. RAs, and
morning hour The Brazil Mission
at 11 a m and 6 p m services. Greg
Sign Language Class at 6 p m and
Team Report will be given and the
Maya will direct the music with April
Deacons at 8 p.m
ordinances of baptism and The Lord's
Mack and Susan Reynolds as accomImmanuel Lutheran
Supper will be observed at the evening
Rev
the
be
will
Assisting
panists.
The
theme will be 'The
sermon
hour Mason Billington will be deacon
Allen,
Steve Todd, the Rev Randolph
Rejected' with
Builders
the
Stone
at the week. Sunday School will be at
Rick Beam, Brent Evans, Calvin Todd,
scripture from Luke 20.9-11 at 10:30
9-40 a m and Preschool and ChildMax Dowdy, John Bottain. Anthony
a.m. service. The message will be
ren's Choirs at 6 p m
Manning, Bob Tanner, David Lee and
delivered by the Rev. Clarence W
University Church of Christ
Michael Cutini. Sunday School will be
Helmich Assisting will be Louis BerCharley Bazzell, minister, will speak
at 10 a m and Junior Church at 11
Larry Pehlke, Jack Benton and
berich,
about •A Little Girl. A Lesson, A Cona.m.
Arthur Pfuehler. The organist will be
fession. A Challenge' at 10 a m. serFirst Presbyterian
Alice Wine The Choir will sing 'And
vice and about 'Listen To Him . Words
The Rev Thomas Schellingerhout,
Still the Bread Is Broken' with Cathy
prom the Cross' at 6 p m service
pastor, will speak about 'Taking A
Mallen as director and Dr. Larry MalAssisting will be Ernie Bailey, sang
Stand' with scripture from Luke 23 35
as accompanist. Sunday School
len
leader. Tommy Reid, Robert Hendon.
will
at 10.45 a m. service. The anthem
Bible Classes will be at 930 a.m.
and
Webb Caldwell. Joey Bazzell. Chris
be 'Yet Let Us Sing' with Pat Bomba
New Concord
Hays, Josh Johnson, Johathan Reid.
as choir director and organist AssistChurch of Christ
Vernon Gantt, Darren Gantt, Tom
ing will be Paul. Kenny and Juanita
Bob Haley. minister, will speak at
Yates, Mike Caidwell, Freed Curd,
Lynn Sunday School will be at 9 30
a.m and 6 p.m. services. Bible
9:50
Mack Harris, Prentice Dunn and Jerry
am
will be at 9 a m and 6 p m.
Classes
Beawell Bible classes will be at 9 a m
Westside Baptist
Elm Grove Baptist
West Fork Baptist
The Rev Glynn Orr, pastor. will
The Rev David Brasher. pastor, will
The Rev Lawson Williamson, passpeak about 'The Marks of Heavenly
speak at 11 a.m. and 6:45 p.m. sertor, will speak at 11 a m. and 6 p.m
Wisdom' with scripture from James
vices Music will be directed by Donald
services Music will be directed by
'Famabout
and
m
3- 13-18 at 10 30 a
Smith with Glenda Rowlett and Bobbie
Aivin Usrey with Brenda Wyatt and
ily Fued" with scripture from James
Burkeen as accompanists. Special
Janet Arnold as accompanists. Special
4 1-3 at 6 p m service. Tommy Scott
music will be presented by the Adult
-JSIC will be by the Children's Choir
will direct the music with Patsy Neale
Choir. The ordinance of The Lord's
and Andrea Nesbitt Shirely Nance will
and Sherma Scott as accompanists
Supper will be observed at morning
serve as deacon of the week. Sunday
Stanley and Lydia Puckett will sing a
hour. Sunday School with Dwayne
2chool with Phil.p Bazzell as directcr
duet at morning hour and Adam Scott
Fulkerson as director will be at 10 a m.
w il be at 10 am
and Brooke Brittian will sing solos at
and Discipleship Training and Junior
First United Methodist
evening hour. L D Warren and John
and Youth Choirs at 6 p.m.
The Rev Nowell Bingham, minister,
Youngerman will be deacons of the
Hazel Baptist
s,:eak atiout 'Reverence For Life'
week Sunday School will be at 9 30
James T Garland, pastor
Rev
The
m
p
5
at
Practice
a.m and Choir
11 am. and 630 p.m.
at
speak
will
Glendale Road Church of Christ
wi.l be directed by
Music
services.
John Dale. pulpit minister will speak
Gene Orr Miller with Oneida White and
Day'
For
Great
A
'Preparation
about
Computer
Roger Hutson as accompanists. The
with scripture from Matthew 24 .36-42
will sing 'Glory Medley' and
Choir
- Technology Phu, Inc.
Had
'Paul
at 9 a m. service, and about
Closer Walk With Thee' at the
A
'Just
114V1 So. 5th • Murray
from
Been A Pharisee' with scripture
service. Richard Vance will be
morning
Philippians 3 1-6 at 6 p m service
deacon of the week. Sunday School
'Become A Certified
Assisting will be Jerry Bolls, song
with Joe B. Adams as director will be
Computer Operator.'
leader. Joel Fisher. Tim Young, Tomat 9:45 a.m and Discipleship Training
COURSES OFFERED
my Carraway, Carol Todd, Johnny
with Harold Hutson as director will be
•1ntroduction To Computers
Bohannon, Kenneth Ayala, Alien
at 5:30 p.m.
'Word Processing 'Data Entry
McKeel, Arvis Thorn. Kelvin White,
South Pleasant Grove
Evening Classes Mon.-Thum.
Thomas Schroader, Steve Steele,
United Methodist
Beginning April 14th
Hardiman Miller, Dennis Jones and
Rev. Jim Alford. pastor, will
The
$75/Sewslon—Refister Now
be
will
Bible
classes
Tyler Bohannon
speak about 'Take A Look At Your
Call 759-9158
at 9 a.m.
Seir with scripture from I Corinthians
11 23-33 at 10.45 a.m. service. The
Choir will sing with Doug Crafton as
director and Kathy Erwin and Carolyn
Parks as accompanists. Holy Communion will be served. Assisting will
be Gary Cooper, Larry McClain, Rick
Lowe, Tanny Barnes, Rubena Wade,
Naoma Dunn, Joanne Mahan, Tammy
Mahan and Bill Phillips. Sunday
School will be at 9:45 a.m., Laity Banquet and UMYF at 6 p.m. and Choirs
at 7 p.m.
Grace Baptist
The Rev. Robert Johnson, pastor,
will speak at 830 and 11 a.m. and 6
East Main St. • 753-4461
VISA
p.m. services. James Rose will serve
as deacon of the week. Kevin Rudicil
will direct the music. Dwane Jones and
Susan Jones will be accompanists.
The Adult Choir will sing at both services. Sunday School will be at 9:45
a.m. and Adult Choir at 5:15 p.m.
Lake-Land Apostolic
The Rev. James Cain, pastor, will
speak in the 10 a.m. preaching/
teaching session. Evangelistic service
will begin at 6 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic
Masses will be at 6 p.m. Saturday
and 8 and 11 a.m. and 8 p.m. Sunday
Come in and discover this unique collection. Solid
with Fr. Larry McBride, pastor, in
construction and simple clean lines will enhance any
charge. Assisting will be Chris Paradise, Scott Mann, Victor Fromm, Tony
home or office. This is your opportunity to invest in the
and Christine DeNezzo, Paul and Palfinest solid wood furniture that will be the antiques of
lie Kurz, Richard Kirby, Louis Charetthe future.
te, Rob Mattingly, Robert and Pat
Curtsinger and sons, Ray and Diane
3 miles West of Sirksey On Hwy. 464
Charette, Jean Holloway, Chan ier
(Backusburg Rd.)
Casper, John Young, Belinda Woods,
Larry and Judy Krouse, John and MarClosed Ilos. a Yea
We accept Visa
489-2953
ie Clark and Frances Ross. Bible
1041
?sea
Opes
& Mastercard
Study will be at 9:30 a.m. and Evening
of Reflection from 6 to 8 p.m
Goshen United Methodist
The Rev. Bob Dotson will speak
about "Dying To Live' with scripture
from John 1223-33 at 11 a.m. service.
Ronnie Hutson will be lay assistant.
Music will be directed by Marcy Riley
with Donna Parker and Pat Brunn as
accompanists. Acolytes will be Melissa
Villaflor and Rhea Ann Wright Jo
Lovett will direct children's church.
Tom Villaflor will be nursery volunteer.
Sunday School with Dale Parker as
superintendent will be at 10 a m and
Bible Study at 6:30 p.m.

Various area churches have
released information concerning
their services on Sunday, April 5,
as follows:
-

OPENING TODAY

L
RENTA
c't.-VAN
Perfect
For The
Family Vacation...Go In Style.

753-4461

A&A Auto & Van Rental
eg,

FURNITURE

HERITAGE

SOLID WOOD... SOLID QUALITY

eat

Lacey's Off.ers
Delicious DiningFor A Deal!

MARCH SPECIALS

•

Seafood Buffet
Fri. & Sat. 4:00 to 9:00

Now Featuring Frog logs, Snow
Crab Legs, Fried Shrimp, Fried
Oysters, Fresh Oysters, Clam
Strips, Crab Meat In Hot Butter
And Much More Including Soup and
Salad Bar With Crab Meat Salad
and Dessert Bar.

$1099

Sunday Buffet
11:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.
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Featuring Steamboat Around,Fried
Chicken, BBQ Ribs, Turkey and
Dressing, Baked Ham, Vegetables,
Soup and Salad Bar, and Dessert
Bar

Reg $6.99

$599

Featuring Country Ham, Baoon:"Seu
age, White & Redeye Gravy, Fried
Potatoes, Eggs, French Toast Sticks,
Homemade Biscuits,Fru it & Juice Bar.
"We Serve Maxwell House Coffee"

N Main

and Saturday
New Life Christian Center
Services will be at 11 a.m. with
Mark Welch as minister and Karen
Welch directing the music. Sunday
School will be at 9.45 a.m.
Kirksey Baptist
The Rev Van Russell, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 pm. services. W.A Erwin will direct the music
with Gela Edwards and Cindy Cossey
as accompanists. Sunday School with
Lewis Warner as superintendent will
be at 10 a m and Children's Church at
It a.m.
Coldwater United Methodist
The Rev. Eugene Burkeen, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. service with Rex
Smith as song leader and Jimmy Wilson as pianist. Beverly Wilford will
direct children's church. Sunday
School with Tim Barrett as director will
be at 10 a.m
Murray Church of God
Dr. J.H Lipford, pastor, will speak at
10 a.m. and 6 p.m. services. All services will be at new location at 402
Sunbury Circle.
Murray Baptist Mission
The Rev Parvin Hall, pastor, will
speak at 2:45 p m. service. Bible
Study will be at 2 p.m
Ferguson Springs Baptist
The Rev. Darvin Stom, pastor, will
speak at 11 a m. and 6 p.m. services.
Roy Skinner will direct the music with
Vivian Slam as accompanist. Sunday
School will be at 10 a.m.
Calvary Temple
The Rev. E.F. Clore, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. service. Evangelist
Gene Baldwin will speak at 6:30 p.m.
services and at 7 p.m. through April
12. Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
Palestine United Methodist
The Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. service. Stanley Duncan and Mary Conner will direct the
music with Faye Childress as pianist.
Sunday School with Jimmy Burkeen as
director will be at 10 a.m.
St. John's Episcopal
The Fifth Sunday in Lent will be
observed with the Holy Eucharist at 8
and 10:30 a.m. Fr. Andre Trevathan
will be debrant and preacher. He will
be assisted by Jo-Ann Hammons, Barbara Malinauskas and Frank Blodgett.
Host households are Johnson and
Flowers.
First Christian
Dr. David Roos, pastor, will speak
about 'Forgive Us Our Sins' with scripture from Matthew 18:15-22 at 10:45
a.m. service. The Chancel Choir will
sing an anthem,'Come See the Place
Where Jesus Prayed' with Lee Kern as
organisVchoir director. Assisting will
be Bob Boeschel, Rowena Cullom,
Clegg Austin, Dan McKeel, Faye Austin, Krista Crass, Ruth Daughaday,
Joyce Evans, Betty Gore, Bob Salley,
Dale Stanley, Bill Ticknor and Al Zimmerman. Sunday School will be at
9:30 a.m. and Junior and Senior High
at 5:30 p.m.
Good Shepherd United Methodist
The Rev. Richard Denton, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. service. Diana
Tatlock will direct the music with Margaret Kennedy and Betty Poole as
accompanists. Sunday School will be
at 10 a.m. and UMYF at 5 p.m.
Coldwater Baptist
The Rev. Stanley Letterman will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
Bobby Manning will direct the music
with Marge West and Mary Geurin as
accompanists. Sunday School will be
at 10 a.m.
Lynn Grove United Methodist
The Rev. Eugene Burkeen, pastor,
will speak at 9:30 a.m. service. Judy
Kelso will be organist and Cathy Crawford will be in charge of children's
church. Sunday School will be at 10:30
a.m.
Spring Creek Baptist
The Rev. Terry Powell, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. services.
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
Coles Camp Ground
United Methodist
The Rev. Kendrick Lewis, pastor,
will speak at 9 a.m. service with
Samantha Hall as song leader and
Dean Stephenson as pianist. Sunday
School with Jerry Lassiter as superintendent will be at 10 a.m.
Cherry Corner Baptist
The Rev. Charles Anderson, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services. Cecil Glass will be music director with Anna Requarth and Lucy Ann
Forrest as accompanists. Sunday

Worship With Us
Sunday School
Morning Worship Service
Evening Worship Service

10 a.m.
11 a.m.
6 p.m.

Every Sunday, We Are On

Now

Saturday and Sunday
Breakfast Bar

Lacey s

Kirksey United Methodist
The Rev Dan Leslie. pastor, will
speak at 11 a m and 6 p.m. services.
Ron Pace will direct the music with
Clarice Norsworthy and Janice Hays
as accompanists. Sunday School will
be at 10 am
Christian Science
Services will be at 10:30 a.m. Sunday and 7:30 p.m. each second Wednesday Reading Room will to open
from 12 noon to 3 p.m on Wednesday

*399

FAMILY
RESTAURANT

Renton. K.

527-7275

WSJF' Live 6:00 p.m.
Bro. Heyward Roberts, Pastor

SCOTT'S GROVE
BAPTIST CHURCH
Hwy. 641 North, Murray

School will be at 10 a.m. and Church
Training at 5 p.m.
Temple Hill United Methodist
The Rev. Kendrick Lewis, pastor,
will speak at 10 a.m. service with Janne Hopkins as music director. Sunday
School with Benny Herndon as superintendent will be at 11 a.m.
New Mt, Carmel Baptist
The Rev. Sammy Cunningham, pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
services. Sunday School with Russell
Moss as superintendent will be at 10
a.m.
Russell Chapel United Methodist
The Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor, will
speak at 9:45 a.m. service with Red
Woods as song leader and Dorothy
Brown as pianist. Sunday School will
•
be at 10:45 a.m.
New Providence Baptist
The Rev. Odell Colson, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. service. Sunday
School will be at 10 a.m.
Independence United Methodist
The Rev. Kendrick Lewis, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m, service with
Richard Dowdy as song leader and
Patricia Lassiter as pianist. Sunday
School with Howard Coy as superintendent will be at 10 a.m.
Mason's Chapel United Methodist
The Rev. Sky McCracken, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. service. Sunday
School with Jeff Thorne as director will
be at 10 a.m.
Flint Baptist
The Rev. Ronnie McPherson, pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:45 p.m.
services. Music will be directed by
Tilghman Barrow. Gina Brandon and
Karon Johnson will be accompanists.
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m. and
Disciple Training with Edward Chapman as director at 6 p.m.
Brooks Chapel United Methodist
The Rev. Charles E. Morphew, pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. service. Sunday School with Joel Jackson as
superintendent will be at 10 a.m.
West Murray Church of Christ
James Hahn, evangelist, will speak
about 'Glorifying The Word of God" at
10:50 a.m. service and about 'Are -You
A Christian?' at 6 p.m. service. Song
leader will be Ray Cummings. Bible
classes for all ages will be at 10 a.m.
First Assembly of God
The Rev. Jerry Henley, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
Bethel United Methodist
The Rev, Charles Morphew, pastor,
will speak at 9.30 a.m. and 6 p.m. services. Greg Miller will direct the song
service with Judy Lamb and Janice
Farris as accompanists. Sunday

School will be at 10:30 a.m.
Sinking Spring Baptist
The Rev. Russell Miller, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
Midis& Milby will direct the music with
Laura Paschall and Rhonda Lamb as
accompanists. Sunday School will be
at 10 a.m.
Oak Grove Baptist
The Rev. Steve Harper, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. services. Jimmy Key will direct the song
service with Jennifer Downey as pianist. Sunday School with Dan Billington
as director will be at 10 a.m. and
Youth Group and Choir at 5:30 p.m.
St. John Baptist
Worship services will be at 10:45
a.m. at Willis Center with the Rev. Willis Cheaney, pastor, as speaker. Sunday School will be at 9:30 a.m.
Poplar Spring Baptist
The Rev. Dennis Norvell, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
Mark Hardison will direct the music.
Sunday School with Marty Futrell as
director will be at 10 a.m. and Church
Training with Ricky Stewart as director
at 6 p.m.
Martin's Chapel United Methodist
The Rev. Richard Denton, pastor,
will speak at 9:30 a.m. service. Ralph
Robertson will direct the music with
Edwina Petrie as pianist. Sunday
School will be at 10:30 a.m.
Trinity Christian
The Rev. D.R. Ballew, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
Dexter Baptist
The Rev. Paul Bogard, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
Scotts Grove Baptist
The Rev. Heyward Roberts, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services. Sunday School will be at 10
a.m.
New Concord Pentecostal
The Rev. Richard Myers and his
wife, the former Sue Cain, of Louisville
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services. Sunday School will be at 10
a.m.
Jehovah's Witnesses
Public talk will be at 9:30 a.m. at
Weaks Community Center.
Hardin Baptist
The Rev. Ricky Cunningham, pastor, will speak at 8:30 a.m. and 10:30
a.m. and 6 p.m. services. Darrell Gibson will be song leader. Fran Beale
and Sandra Lyles will be accompanists
at 8:30 and Martha Lou Lawrence and
Shelia Clark as accompanists at
10:30. Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m.

Court has custody of money
UNION CITY, Tenn.(AP) — A
Chancery Court judge now has
control of more than $828,000
from a woman who jumped to her
death hours after telling federal
agents she had embezzled the
money.
Attorney Patrick Martin petitioned Judge Joe Morris Monday to
sort out where the money should
go. Elizabeth Ann Daniel, 51, of
Union City, apparently gave Martin
and FBI agents the money March
24 and then jumped off a bridge
into the Obion River less than a

day later.
"I'd like to know what pushed
her off the edge," said FBI Special
Agent Jerry Bastin. "She was a
nice lady, I thought."
Bastin said Daniel confessed to
taking $828,094 from her employer, Valley Dale Packing Co. at the
Reelfoot Packing Co., over the past
several years.
Daniel told authorities she took
cash from the company, replaced it
by depositing payment checks from
other sales and stole or altered
invoices to square the books.

FROM THE
MITER
PARSON'S
SCRAPBOOK
By James H. Cain

1. Hem your blessings with praise lest they unravel.
2. There's a big difference between good, sound reasons and
reasons that sound good.
3. Patience - the ability to count down before blasting off.
4. God formed us, sin deformed us, only Christ can transform us.
5. Doubtless the world was made in seven days. There was no
efficiency experts then.
6. If the doctor tells you that you're "sound as a dollar" - you'd better
take it easy!
7. Parents who are afraid to put their foot down usually have
children who step on their toes.

Mirrray Ledger & Times
To subscribe to the Murray Ledger & Times,
fill in the blank below and mail it with your
check to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Attn. Circulation Dept.
ij All Home Delivery in Murray and Calloway
and adjoining Counties $57.00 per year.
Li All other subscribers $6430 per year.
Name
Address
City
Zip

State

Phone (

)
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Bulk Fertilizer & Chemicals
Seed Cleanings • Feed & Farm Supplies
435-4415

PITTMAN WHEEL
ALIGNMENT
753-6779

408 N. 4th

Thornton Tile and Marble

CHURCH
DIRECTORY

CHARLIE'S
SAFE-T DISCOUNT PHARMACY
"Communicate Before You Medicate - Ask CHARLIE
753-4175
Charlie Adams, Pharmacist
Glendale At Whitnell (Across From Ledger I. Times)
Closed Sundays

JCPenney
Chestnut Hills Shopping Ctr. - 759-1400

Carroll
Tire Inc.
HOMEPLACE
FAMILY RESTAUR.ANT

-Daily Luncheon and Dinner Buffet759-1864
1906 Coldwater Rd.

J.H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
753-2411

201 S. 3rd

WAL-MART
759-9995

CENTRAL CENTER
MERCURY

LINCOLN

PARKER
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LINCOLN
MERCURY
753-5273

COMPLIMENTS OF

753-5742

Lynn Grove Road
Compliments Of

Belcher Oil Co.
804 Chestnut
753-6656
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Murray's Finest
and Boy's Wear

CORN-AUSTIN®
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OF MURRAY

641N.
Murray
753-9257
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This page is made possible by
these firms who encourage
all of us to attend worship services.
LYNN GROVE
FEED & SEED. INC.

FRIDAY, APRIL

SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sat. 9.16 •in
Sabbeih School
Sat 11-00 a.m
Worship

BLOOD RIVER
11:00 •.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
CORNER
CIIERRY
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
5 p.m.
Church Training
7 p.m.
Wednesday
CHESTNUT STREET
GENERAL
10,00 a.m.
Sundry School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
WATER
COLD
1100 a.m.
Morning Worship
6,00 pin.
Evening Services
COLDWATER BAPTIST
CHURCH
9,15 a.m.
Sunday School
1100 •.m.
Morning Services
p.m.
6:00
Services
Evening
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Serv.
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
1100 •.m.
Worship Service
6:00 p.m.
Sunday Night
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
615 p.m.
Evening Worship
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
.00 • m
11
Worship
Morning
6:30 p.m.
Evening Worship
FACITI BAPTIST
MOO a.m
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
FIRST BAPTIST
9,30 a.m.
Sunday School
10.15 a m. & 7 p.m
Worship
6:00 p.m
Church Training
FLINT BAITIST
a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:15 p.m.
Evening Worship
GRACE BAPTIST
915 a.m.
Sunday School
1130 ars.. 11 cm., 6 p.m.
Worship
EASTWOOD BAPTIST
CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
1100 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
7.30 •.m.
Wednesday Evening
HAZEL BAPTIST
1)00 gm
Worship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
5:00 p.m.
Church Training
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening
HILLTOP BAPTIST
am
1000
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship Service
5-30 pm
Evening Service
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
11:00 a.m
Morning Worship
7:30 pm.
Evening Worship
I.EDBETTER MISSIONARY
BAPTIST
10,00 a.m.
Sunday School
11.00 a.m. &
Preaching
600 p.m.
7:00 pm.
Wednesday Night
LOCUST GROVE
11,00 a.m.
Morning Worship
7.00 p in
Evening Worship
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
200 pm
1st Sunday
2:00 p.m.
3rd Sunday
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
1050 •.m.
Morning Worship
600 pm.
Evening Worship
MOUNT HOREB
FREEWILL BAPTIST
9.30 cm
Sunday School
1100 cm
Worship
NEW MT CARMEL
MISSIONARY
11 -00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6.00 p.m.
Evening Worship

woo

NORTHSWE
11,00 a.m_
Morning Worship
7:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
NEW PROVIDENCE
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
11.00 •.m.
Preaching Sore.
OAK GROVE
11 am & 6 30 p.m.
Worship
10 a.m.
Sunday Scheel
OWENS CI IA MEL
•m
1000
Sunday School
11-00 •.m
Preaching
5.30 pm
Prayer Service
6:00 p in
Church
POPLAR SPRING
10 • m
Sunday School
Ham & 7 pm
Worship
SALEM BAPTIST
11.00 a in
Morning Worship
7:15 pm
Evening Worship
GROVE
SCOTTS
1)00 air
Worship Service
6:00 pm
Evening Worship

SINKING SPRING
11 00 urn
Morning Worship
600 p.m.
Evening Warship
SPR I NG CREEK
1000 a m
Sunday School
1100 a.m.
Morning Worship
6.45 pm.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Training Union
ST JOHN
9:30 a.m.
Worship
Morning
10:45 a.m.
Sunday School
SUGAR CREEK
11.00 a.m
Morning Worship
6:45 p.m
Evening Worship
VICTORY BAPTIST
a.m.
1010
Sunday School
II:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
WEST FORK
11:00 MM.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m
Sunday Evening
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening
CHURCH
BAPTIST
WESTS1DE
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
171. & 6 p.m.
i0,30
Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday

ST. IIENRY S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
500 pm
Saturday
10:30 a.m.
Sunday
ST LEO'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
600 p.m. Sat.
Mas6es
8 00 am Sunday
1100 a.m. Sunday

CHRISTIAN

GLENDALE ROAD
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Worship
9am
Bible Study
10 a.m
Evening Worship
6 p.m.
Wed Bible Study
7 p.:0
UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
UNIVERSITY
Bible Classes
9:00 a.m.
10:00 •.m.
Worship
6:00 p.m.
WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
1050 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
9:00 a.m.
Morning
6:00 p.m
Evening
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday

CHOISTUU1 SCIENCE
SERVICES
1631 Main St., Murray
10:30 a.m.
Sunday
10:30 a.m
Sunday School
7.30 p.m.
2nd Wed
Reading Room Every Wed 12-3 p.m.

COUCH OF =EST
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
9:00 cm.
Bible School
9:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
pm.
6:00
Worship
Evening
COLDWATER
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
DEXTER
10:50 •.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
FRIENDSHIP
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 •m
Morning Worship
GREEN PLAIN
10:00 a.m.
Bible Study
1015 a.m.
Morning Service
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
7.30 p.m.
Wed Worship
HAZEL CHURCH
OF CHRIST
910 a.m.
Bible Study
9:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
6.00 p.in
Evening Worship
7-00 p.m
Mid-Week Worship
II1CKORY GROVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
9 00 •.m.
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Morning Worship
7 p.m.
Mid-Weak Sarvico
KIRKSEY CHURCH
OF CIIRIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:50 •.m.
Morning Worship
7 pm.
Worship
Evening
(Sunday & Wednesdays)
MT. OLIVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
10:00 a_ m
Sundry School
11.00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m
Evening Worship
NEW CONCORD
9:50 .in. & 6 pm.
Worship
9 am
Bible Classes
7 p.m
Wednesday
NEW PROVIDENCE
9 50 a m.
Morning Service
600 pm.
Evening Service
PLEASANT VALLEY
1015 a m.
Morning Worship
600 p.m.
Evening Worship
SECOND STREET
10 45 a.m
Morning Worship
600 pm
Evening Worship

MILLER
FUNERAL HOME
311 North 4th Murray, 10
Hazel, Kt
GbLbEN RULE

LYNN GROVE
945 a.in
Worship Service
10.45 a.m.
Church School
MARTINS CHAPEL UNITED
9:30 a.m.
Worship Service
1030 a.m
Sunday School
MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
Morning Worship
MT CANNEL
10:00 •.m.
Worship
1100 •in.
Sunday School
MT ilk:LiRON
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11.00 a.m.
Sunday School
PALESTINE UNITED
10:00 aln.
School
Sunday
11.00 a.m
Worship
RUSSELL CHAPE1 UNITED
9.45 a.m.
Worship
11.00 a.m.
Sunday School
SOU111 PLEASANT GROVE
9:15 a.m.
Sunday School
1045 cm.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening
STOREY'S CHAPEL UNITED
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
WAYMEN CHAPEL
AME CHURCH
10:00 •.m.
Sunday School
11:00 •.m.
Morning Service
Pastor William J. Pratt

CRUNCH or WSW
CHRIST or UT=
DAY SAINTS
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF IATTER DAY SAINTS
520 S 16th St.
10.00 a_ m.
Sacrament Meet
1120 cm
Sunday School
Relief Society and
12:10 p.m.
Pnesthood

NAZAIIENZ
LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
11.00 a.m
Morning Worship
1000 am
Sunday School
603 pm.
Worship
Evening
MURRAY CHURCH
915 a.m.
Sunday School
1045 a.m.
Morning Worship
600 p.m.
Evening Worship
6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Worship

ST. JOHNS EPISCOPAL
1620 W Main
Holy Eucharist 610 & 10.30 arm
Daily Evening Prayer 5,15 p.m.
7:15 pm.
Wed. Bible Study

rutxr

CHRISTIAN
9.30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:45 a.m.
Worship
MURRAY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Worship
10:30 a.m.
Bible School
9:30 am
6:00 pm.
Evening Service

(112

INDEPENDENT
CHRISTIAN
COMMUNITY CHURCH
930 •.m.
Sunday School
10.30 a.m.
Morning Worship
NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
108 Main Street
9:46 am.
Sunday School
1100 SAL
Sunday Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday
AGAPE CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
1100 • m
Sunday Service
Service
700 p.m.
Wednesday
759-9862

JENOVAN'S
WITNESSES
JEllOVAH'S WITNESS
9.30 a.m.
Public Talk
10:30 •.m
Watchtower Study

IMMANUEL LUTIIERAN
Sunday School &
9.30 cm.
Bible Class
10:30 a.m.
Worship

METHODIST
BETHEL UNITED
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
1030 a.m.
Sunday School
2nd & 4th Sun, Night 6:00 p.m.
BROOKS CHAPEL UNITED
10:00 stns.
Sunday School
11.00 a.m.
Morning Worship
1st & 3rd Sun. Night 7:00 pm.
COLD WATER
1100 a.m.
Worship
10:00 cm
Sunday Schad
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
000 c
Service
Worship
9.15 a.m.
Sunday School
DEXTER•HARDIN UNITF:D
10 00 •.m.
Sunday School
1100 •.m , 6.00 p.m.
Worship
FIRST METHODIST
10:50 a.m.
Worship
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
11:00 a.m.
Worship Service
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
GOSHEN METHODIST
Church School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
1100 am.
Evening Ser, Wor
6:30 pm.
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Sunday School
1100 a.m.
Worship
10:00 a.m.
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School
1000 •.m.
Morning Worship
11.00 ism
KIRK.StY UNITED
Sunday School
1000 a.rn
Morning Worship
1100 cm
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m

Our Shmermini is Niue Open
Sulunin‘, ti-Noun
ilmothey-Friday 14-4:N1
753-5719
S. 9th St.

BETHEL CHAPEL
1000 cm.
Sunday School
11 cm. & 7 p.m.
Worship
CALVARY TEMPLE
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 620 pm.
Worship
DEXTER HOLINESS
CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
7 p.m.
Saturday
THE CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST-Almo Heights
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship Service)) a.m. & 7 p.m.
FAITH APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
2205 Coldwater Rd.
Sun. Sac. 10-11 a.m.-700 pm.
PArTH TABERNACLE3 miles east a Alme
10700 a.m.
Sunday -School
II a.m. & 7 p.m.
Worship
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
700 pm.
Wednesday
JENNY RIDGE
PENTECOSTAL
700 pm.
Saturday Evening
1030 •m & 7,pip
Worship
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00g...
Worship
TRINITY MISSION
10110 a.m.
Sunday Scheel
11 a.m.•7 p.m.
Worship
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11-00-720 pm
Worship Serv
LAKE LAND APOSTOUC
CHURCH
1000 a.m.
Sunday Services
6:00 p.m

Sl'OCKADEs

SIRLOIN

FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
Bel-Air Shopping Center 753-0440

BLALOCK-COLEMAN
fin,

36
GASINDAIMIDA.

712 S. 4th St.

753-6800

40.--ir Compliments of

KOPF:EERUD
753-1222

711 Main

MURRAY BP
FREE CAR WASH WITH FILL-UP
753-9164
S. 12th & Glendale
Southside
Shopping
Center
of murray
"Modern Technology for Today's Printing Needs"
QUICKPRINT

759-4796

Martin Davenport
R.Ph. Owner
759-9245
12th & Olive
(next to Suzie Q's)

Tabers Acoustic
& Drywall
Robert Tabers, Owner
Corner of 299 & 464
489-2126
P.O. Box 6 KIrksey, Ky. 42054

CPR 1101011. 21 HOURS A DAY; SAT. & RR 1 Alt-IIMIGHT
HWY. 641 SOUTH AT GLENDALE

LAMB PLUMBING &
MECH. CONTR. INC.
Jimmy Lamb, Owner
501 N. 4th

753-6168

Hidden Valley
Kennels
"Boarding For Dogs & Cats"
Hwy. 464 (1 mile oast of Kirksey)
489-2377

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
930 a m
Sunday School
10:45 am
Worship
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 •.m.
Worship Service
MOUNT PLEASANT
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
9:45 a.m
Sunday School
1100 a at
Worship Service
OAK GROVE
1000 a.
Sunday School
Worship
Service
11 00 a.m.0 7 D.A.

Dan Miller
Auction Service
Dan Miller - Auctioneer

435-4144

Rudy's
"A Taste of Home Cookin."

MURRAY MUNCH Of OM
1000 a.m.
Mersin( Worship
6:00
Drisdng Wash*

Mon.-Thurs. 5:30 a.m.-2 p.m.
Fri. 5:30 a.m.-9 p.m.
Court Square
753-1632

the

Keel's Vacuum
Sales and Service

Ledger 8r Times

WestVicw
9

G

0 AA E

1401 SOUTH 1 8493TREBT
NtURRAY • KENTUCKY 4207 I
5 0 2 7n3f3o4M111

Shipping Service Avalloble)
Bel-Air Center
753-2706
(ups

AIMMINIMMEMMOOP

1108 Chestnut
753-3314

ROY'S
DISCOUNT PHARMACY

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
Roy McKendree - Pharmacist
753-2380

Olympic Plaza

Jack Marshall - FranchiseV
We Do Chicken Right'
Call In Orders 753-7101
205 N. 12th

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

MURRAY ELECTRIC
SYSTEM 753_5312
401 Olive

(4)
Arbgs

Serving Breakfast
6 a.m.-10:30 a.m.
Sorving Lunch
a.m.-11 p.m.
Midnight on Weekends
753-8841
507 N. 12th

10

‘.10WARD D

MURRAY MOLD & DIE CO.
Specializing in Metal Stamping Dies.
Plastic & Die Cast Molds,
Precision Machining and Welding
759-4851
506 Industrial Road, Murray

COmPaNy

Kentucky
Lake Oil Co.
CHRrsLER-PtYMOUTH-000GE-JEEP-EAGLE
Hwy 641 N • Murray - 7534448

S.

Serving Western Kentucky
and Western Tennessee
4th St. 753-1323 Chestnut

St.

CALLOWAY
MONUMENT WORKS
Blinding Blocks & Ready Mix CODCrefill
East Main Street

Quality Montrnents & Markers Since 1932
James Smothers -

1707 W. Maln '

753- p962
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Classified

DEADLINES
Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Editiciff
3 p.m.
Tuesday
Thursday Edition
..,,Wednesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Chursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
MERCHANDISE
Lega Notice

010
020

Notice
Personals
Card of Thanks

tc25
030
040
050

060
11.

In Memory
Lost & Found

EMPLOYMENT
Help Wanted
Situation Wanted
Business Opportunity
Instruction
FARMERS MARKET
...Farm Equipment
Lo.estock & Supplies
. Poultry & Supplies
Produce

.Feed & Seed

For Sale Or Trade
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
T.V. & Radio

130
140
150
155
160
165
170
180
200
210
220
260
380

Pets & Supplies
NIISCEI I. \E01,

410
540
560

Public Sale
For Trade
Free Column

570
240

Wanted
Miscellaneous

TO PLACE AN Al) CALL

7534916

with all the appurtenances thereunto
belonging.
MORTGAGORS obtained title to the
above described property by deed
from GFG Corporation to Murray
Broadcasting Company, Inc., dated
June 27, 1986, of record on Microfilm
in Book 168,Card 1741,in the office of
the Calloway County Clerk.
PURCHASER SHALL BE REQUIRED TO ASSUME AND PAY
ALL TAXES ASSESSED AGAINST
SUCH PROPERTY FOR THE
YEAR 1992, AND ALL SUBSEQUENT YEARS.
THIS PROPERTY SHALL BE
SOLD SUBJECT TO ALL EXISTING RESTRICTIONS AND EASEMENTS NOW OF RECORD AFFECTING THE SAME.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must
execute bond, with approved securities, bearing legal interestfrom the day ofsale until paid
and having the force and effect of a judgment.
Bidders will be prepared to comply promptly
with these terms.
JEAN MILLER
MASTER COMMISSIONER
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT

WANT to buy or tease fire
cured or air cured tobacco
base 435-4374

giftP

:• 1+4,
.dr
' ---•-?•:•••••-•
• 4

efits, and service.
MAJOR MEDICAL
4 companies
INSURANCE
7 companies
NT
SUPPLEME
MEDICARE
companies
_6
E
INSURANC
NURSING HOME
companies
3
CANCER INSURANCE
3 companies
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
5 compantes
LIFE INSURANCE
4 companies
ANNUITIES
Please call us tbe next time you need anyof
the above insurance. Over 2.000 people
already have their insurance with us and
we appreciate their business.

McConnell Insurance Agency
753-4109
Hopkiesville Fedend Os.. llidg.
• 79A at nada, Murray. Ky
%Pm 99t1m year et service"

Display Ads
40% Diseliant 2nd Run, 00% Dimmest led Riga.
(All 3 Ads Meet Rea Withia 6 Day Purled.) )
$1.75 per column inch sutra for Tuesday.

270
365
420
430
440
450
460

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
.. Services Offered

120
230
250
290
530.

280
Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
300
Want To Rent
310
Apartments For Rent
320
Rooms For Rent
330
Houses For Rent
340
For Rent or Lease
360

TRANSPORTATION

Sales
Mobile Homes For Sale
For Sale Or Lease

470
480
485

Home Loans
Real Estate
Lots For Sale
Farms For Sale
Homes For Sale

490

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts

This is Bill,
lie sells cars,
lie spends $
Betting on pars
Tomorrow he's
Five-Oh!
AURORA Pizza Magic.
Open all year at 5pm.
Closed Mon and Tues.
4 7 4 - 8 1 1 9 ,
1-800-649-3804.
TOBACCO for lease. Dark
Fired, 5 97 acres. Dark Air
Cured, .17 acre. Minimum
per 10 Must pay no
later than April 15
753-8848 before. 8pm

WANTED
TO BUY
Dark Fire Cured,
Dark Air Cured
or Burley
Tobacco Base.
Call
492-8566

Waralkins

insurance may have
expired due to age.

1.IAKE your appointment to
host a horns presentation
pwty and receive a $25 gitt
certificate. Envy Custom
Carpets
Design

Our most populw Major Medical Policy offers comprehensive
benefits at reasonable
rates. For free information call:
Jerry McConnell
Warw. 753-4139
lbws lassl •Isis ass's?

•

3

10.00 20.00 30.00 40.00 50.00 60.00 70.00 80.00 90.00 100.00

4

15.00 30.00 46.00 60.00

5

18.00 36.00 54.00 72.00 90.00 108.00 12640 144.00 162.00 180.00

6

20.00 40.00 60.00 80.00 100.00 120.00 140.00 160.00 180.00 200.00

75.00 90.00 105.00 1.20.00 135.00 160.00

Hs1m

Office
Temporaries,
Secretarial,
Bookkeeping,
and
Computer
Skills
Call
527-5228

Nodes

111000

THE bid for mowing 8 care
of Friendship Cementary
will be let on Sat April 4th at
100pm. Cal 753-5850 for
more information.

UFEGUARDS
NEEDED

060

Nib
Wanted
CAREER opportunity in
Sales. Must be neat
dresser and have dependable late model transportation. Successful candidate
can expect to earn
$30,000+ first year. Call
753-2654 to set up appointment for interview.

Applications are
being accepted by
the Murray-Calloway Co. Parks
Dept. for Lifeguards, and may
be picked up at
the park office,
10th and Poplar
Street. Deadline
April 29, 1992.
Phone 753-7640.

RJR HONE REPAIRS

JMJ

Services
301 E. 12th
Benton, Ky.
PSYCHIC Festival. Paducah, KY. Saturday, April 4,
lOarn-8pm. Sunday, April
5, lOarn-6pm. Executive
Inn, One Executive Blvd.
Readings, booths, e.s.p.
testing, kidian photography, psychic demonstrations. Free lectures every
15 minutes with paid admission of $5.

Knights of Columbus Hall

KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road.
south to Sq. Hale Road. right on Sq. Has Road I. mile
AL 1_ PHOCEEDS 00 10 CHAP! I Y
rdl“rr
/53 04b6 Pt) By IL; .3 3
•

General Repairs, Painting and Papering
Vinyl Siding and Replacement Wndows
Decks, Patios and Storage Buildings
Rooting and Weiding

Robert J.
Rutherford
(502) 753-0468

Take a Giant Step
for Your Career!

SHOe sensanon

We Oar SAL/R! PLUS BENEFITS
PAO VACATION
GROUP HEKTII
SPECIAL EMPLOYEE DISCOUNT
OPPORTUNITES TO GROW
SEND RESUME TCOAYI
263 Antrim Pleas

ATC)N

ERPR/SES

gNC.

47130
Jab Ill

YARD
SALE
SEASON
ADVERTISE Your Yard Sale 3 Times and SAVE
7.50
12.50
'15.00

1 insertion
2 insertions
3 insertions
Ads must be paid in advance

s

Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
ay 10 a.m.
Saturd
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
Tuesdday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by

AVADNASTIA,...1,0.2:4...8111C.
1
.
":
•
......
•

.
Driiiews Mayllield •8
••
..
•
2474795
.
.
8, M-F. 114 • Sat. &I S8
,
•
e
•
.:•••.•••••••.••••••••.•_•.

•

40.00 48.00 66.00 64.00 72.00 80.00

DEADLINES ARE 2 DAYS IN ADVANCE:

,
ii.•

Dark Fired
Tobacco Bast.
753-7455 I sa.1 pa.
492-$159 mAr &IS pa.

8.00 18.00 24.00 32.00

.1•..: coLLEc-nsiss a;•

.
.
1st
I•1

Want to Lease

2

(Doors open alt 6.00)

I.e.• Newest Releases •1
is•
NS
Il Dole lima'
a
%s
I: Davey Album 121
.., Michael Waltrip 130 so
•
••
6: Geoff &Aim 115
.. Morgue SOW CI .9
E
..
Moo Matchbox ess
es
on, Cart A Haulers we
is•
s
.e, Carat - Hatt - •s
s
se
.
Price Galles
•,

502-783-7814.

10"

25.00 30.00 36.00 40.00 45.00 60.00

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00

v.......................
lido
..
isa
sus
NASCAR

753-1713

9"

8"

Join ti• wave read sins am in tie Wisest
We as in some oggrusin. *midis nankin'
sion is Pampa imams a wain 34 morns takes
armoire a Mors marepit.,Pmfous shoe or loaf
impaancs a plus Porous moragoinsit inporiorcs a WWI

Nodes

Unless still in School
or College, their
family group hospital

T'

5.00 10.00 16.00 20.00

Looking For...

029

I Brand-

6"

1

Narita

Notice

JEAN MILLER
MASTER COMMISSIONER
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT

VCR Service

5"

4"

254 per word $6.00 MiDill18111 let day.
54 per word per day for each additional consecutive day.
11.75 extra for shopper (Toss. ClassiRods go into Shopping Guids.))
$2.00 =us for Wind boa ads.

Being the same property conveyed to John L. Knight and
wife, Patricia A. Knight from David Sinclair, et al., dated
the 28th day ofNovember,1983,and ofrecord on Microfilm
in Book 165, Card 548, in the office of the Clerk of the
Calloway County Court.
THIS PROPERTY IS SOLD FREE AND CLEAR OF
ALL TAXES EXCEPT THE PURCHASER WILL ASSUME PAYMENT OF 1292 TAXES AND ASSESSMENTS, AND THE 120 DAY RIGHT OF REDEMPTION BY THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
PURSUANT TO 28 USC SECTION 2410.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must execute bond, with
approved securities, bearing legal interest from the day of sale until
paid and having the force and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be
prepared to comply promptly with these terms.

SON OR DAUGHTFi
AGE ir

3"

020

COMMISSIONER'S SALE
THE COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY, CALLOWAY
CIRCUIT COURT

Naha

2"

Yard Sale $7.50 Per Day Prepaid
Reader Ads:

Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
EN

NOTICE OF SALE
Case No. 91-CI-214
Republic Savings Bank,Plaintiff versus John L. Knight and his wife,
Patricia A. Knight and Citizens National Bank and United States of
America and Commonwealth of Kentucky, Defendants
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the Calloway Circuit
Court rendered at the December 30 Term thereof 1991, in the above
cause for the sum of NINETEEN THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED
THIRTY-NINE AND NO/100 DOLLARS ($19,239.00) plus interest
from the 28th day of August, 1991, in the amount of $4.49 per diem
until paid and its carts therein I shall proceed to offer for sale at the
Courthouse door in the city of Murray, Kentucky, to the highest
bidder, at public auction on the 6th day of April, 1992, at 1 p.m., or
thereabout, FOR CASH, the following described property, to-wit:
A 0.459-acre tract of land as surveyed by Gammel
Engineering of Murray,Kentucky in November, 1983,and
being generally located on the west side of Kentucky
Highway 2075 (old Highway 641), approximately 0.25
miles North of the intersection of Highway 2075 with
Highway 641 Business, and being more particularly
described as:
Beginning at the southeast corner of the property herein
described,said corner being a 1/2 inch rebar iron pin set in
the west right-of-way of Kentucky Highway 2075, 30 feet
West of the centerline of said highway, said rebar also
being located 10.29 feet East of an existing 3/4 inch pipe
and 63.21 feet Southeast of the southeast corner of the
existing residence, said rebar also being the northeast
corner of the Prentice Holland property as described in
Deed Book 104, page 10; thence, South 83° 24' 34" West.
200.00 feet, along the north line of the said Prentice
Holland property and on the north side ofan existing creek
to a 1/2inch rebar iron pin set 24.93feet East ofan existing
fence coner post, said rebar being located at the southeast
corner of the Elizabeth Farley property as described in
Deed Book 49, page 595; thence, North 4° 47' 29" West 100.00 feet, along the east lien of the said Farley property,
to a 1/2 inch rebar iron pin set 43.83 feet Southeast of an
existing fence corner post; thence, North 83° 24'34" East 200.00 feet, along the south line of the said Farley
property, to a 1/2 inch rebar iron pin set in the west rightof-way of Kentucky Highway 2075, said rebar being
located 30feet West ofthe centerline ofsaid highways,and
rebar also being located 13.86 feet Southeast of an
exisiting water meter and approximately 19 feet South of
the centerline ofan existing gravel drive; thence, South 4°
4T 29" East. 100.00 feet, along the west right-of-way of
Kentucky Highway 2075, to the point of beginning.

r. .

Used Cars

495
500 .510
520

Legal
Notice

SHOPPING FOR
HEALTH OR LIFE INSURANCE?
We represent several top rated companies
to give you the best possible rates, ben-

(Effective Jan. 2. 1991)

Days

Rental

USW
Nabs

COMMISSIONER'S SALE
THE COMMONWEALTH OF
KENTUCKY, CALLOWAY
CIRCUIT COURT
NOTICE OF SALE •
Case No. 92-CI-006
Bank of Murray, Plaintiff versus Charles R.
Shuffett et al, Defendants.
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of
the Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the
March 13 Term thereof 1992, in the above
cause for the sum of ONE HUNDRED
FIVE
THOUSAND
THIRTY-NINE
DOL83/100
AND
TWO
EIGHTYHUNDRED
LARS($139,582.83) plus interest from the 9th
, 1992,in the amount of 834.09
,
ofJanuary
day
and its costs therein I shall
paid
until
diem
per
proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door
in the City of Murray,Kentucky, to the highest
bidder, at public auction on the 6th day of
April, 1992, at 12 Noon,or thereabout, upon a
credit of 30 days the following described
property, t„) wit:
TRACT I: A part of Lot No. 75 in the
Town of Murray, Calloway County,
Kentucky, as shown by plat of same
which is ofrecord in Plat Book H,Page
496, in the office of the clerk of the
Calloway County Court, and fronting
on Main (now Fifth) Street and being
40 feet wide north and south, and
running back east and west 90 feet,

Classified Ad Rates

SF:RV ICES

010

tatiol
Notice

The
Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their ads for any error.
Any error
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
Es!ATE

49kr

ADJUSTMENTS

the

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Department
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CLASSIFIEDS
Help
Wanted

Help
Wanted

Articles
For Sale

Help
Wanted

Miscellaneous

MAINTENANCE. Seeking
experienced maintenance
person to set up trouble
shoot arid re-work automated equipment Second
shift position, requiring
knowledge of electro/
mechanical systems,
PLC's, PM and schematics
Send resume or apply in
person to Plumley Companies, Attn: Tommy Valentine, P.O. Box 758, Paris,
TN 38242. EOE, M/F

1111

APPLIANCE REPAIR

RUMMAGE
SALE

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steeleilillbrittellt Inc.

CARPORT
SALE
Sat., April 4th
8 Lm.-4 p.m.
Rain or Shine
94 West to Lynn
Grove than mile
South on 893

BOYD MAJORS
REAL ESTATE

Red

Pubik
Sale

Business
Rentals

LARGE 2-3 br house. con
PLANT Engineer Seeking REFRIGERATOR and COINS and stamps make
tral gas heat and air condi
invest
presents
wonderful
1900
Sq.
ft.
3-5 year expenenced plant stove, 4 chairs and 3
boning, stove and refrigera
engineer Responsibilities couches 753-7928 after ments and hobbies We
Storage or worktor 1004 Main St $360
sets,
proof
also feature
include equipment up- 5pm
plus deposit No pets
shop with loading
silver dollars. coin and
grades and installations
759-1265
foreign
link
chain
fence,
supplies,
SEARS
stamp
&
electricity
dock
and
staff,
maintenance
plant operations in a rapidly 204', (1) 3' gate, (2) 5' coins and paper money
753-8809.
growing automation effort. gates Asking $300 See our fine selection today
360
in Murray at Book Rack
Must have BSME or BSEE 328-8037
For Rent
Cenwith computer and PLC SUNTAN Beds (Wolff) (Dixieland Shopping
CMA, LPN for busy physiOr Loess
House
Treasure
and
convenient
ter)
ATTRACTIVE,
resume
Send
cians office Competative
knowledge
Sundash, Montego Bay,
in confidence to Plumley SCA Commercial and (Southold° Manor), also at office building 3 offices, 3BR, 2 bath condo in Mur
benefit package, 3 days per
week Send resume to P 0
Companies, Attn Wade home units We buy, sell or Toonerville Trolly Antique conference room, recep- ray for sale or lease
Box 1040-I, Murray.
Rhodes, P.O. Box 758, trade Also, we have all Store, (in Hazel, formerly tion area, storage room and 753-3293
the Ox-Yoke), Mercantile bath, elec HVAC, ample
MEDICAL Records Direc- Paris, TN 38242 EOE, tanning supplies
JOB Openings Due to
and Cissy's Gifts parking space, reasonable CREEKVIEW Self storage
(Aurora)
techrecord
M/F
tor Accredited
753-9274
company promotions, 3
(Fulton) We rent Call 753-1492 (Cathy) warehouses on Center
Antiques
and
nician needed for Director
Drive behind Shoney's
now
is
acceptWENDY'S
openings exist now for
stamps and or 753-1817 after 6pm
and
coins
buy
of Medical Records Week$20-$40/mo 759-4081
young minded persons in days, full-time, benefits. ing applications for all posiappraise estates CHRISTHorne
the local branch of a large Send resume to Debbie tions, day & night shift
OPHER'S COINS,
310
furnishings
international company. If Armbruster, Parkway Reg- Apply in person, 1111
753-4161
Want
370
selected, you will be given 2 ional Hospital, 2000 Holi- Chestnut, Murray, COUNTRY blue sofa, loveTo Rent
Livestock
270
weeks expense paid class- day Lane, Fulton, KY 4/6/92-4/8/92, 2-4pm. Ask seat, chair, ottoman Very
& Supplies
1BR apartment for 20 year
for Oscar
Mobile
room training + additional 42041. EOE, WF.
good condition. $375.
old college student (feHomes For Sak
on the job training We pro
759-9251.
Sadmale) beginning August 92 HUDSON Company
030
vide complete company
dles, Bridles & Horse sup14x70, 1984 MONTEGO
rental
POSTAL JOBS Murray
prefer
Will have car,
Siltation
benefits, major medical,
plies 753-4545, 759-1823,
2br, 2 full baths, gas heat from private individual
$23,700 per year,
Waded
Camel back sofa
dental and optional pension area
753-6763
system
stereo
central
carPostal
benefits.
plus
address)
(esp
details
Send
plan second to none. Your
large kitchen with bay win
and chair, Seaclerks For AVAILABLE to sit nights
to Roberts, HOS USA
starting income will be $370 riers, sorters,
dow and center island
and exam infor- with elderly. Call 753-4590
application
w/
REUR, CMR 420, Box 963,
Green
3F10
foam
to $600 per week, dependLarge livingroom, lots of APO AE 09063
call for more information. Leave
Pets
ing on ability and qualifica- mation,
Peach. Coordicabinet space, extra nice
, ext. message on answering
1-219-736-9807
Stypies
bons All promotions are
4BR house, fenced area for
after
5pm.
759-1466
service
8am-8pm, 7 days.
nated, lined curbased on merit not senior- P-3482.
pets, city or county, after AKC Boxer
puppies, 6 wks
16x72, 2 years old, mint May 1st 753-6724 after
ity. To be accepted, you RADIOLOGIC TECHNO- SECRETARY/
tain w/festoons.
old 753-0727
condition Move from lot 5pm
need a pleasant personal- LOGIST. RI(R)sought for Bookkeeper, general office
custom
Also,
and assume loan of
AKC COCKER Spaniel
ity, be ambitious, eager to expanded Radiology de- or CPA assistant. 20 years
domestic
$285/mo. My equity is
secretary/
made
as
12
and
grade
have
experience
get ahead,
puppies, $100 Adult,
partment. Ultrasound
Apsttmiints
yours, $300 down. Located
prices and terms negotior better education, be CT radiography experience bookkeeper. Also, 5 years
curtains.
country
Rent
For
Murray
from
30 miles
able reasonable prices,
bondable and tree to start desired Full-time position. income tax preparation.
753-8251.
615-232-8545 before 9am 1,2 or 3BR furnished apart must sell to good homes
work immediately, we are Day shift. Competitive sal- Upon request can supply
or after 5pm.
particularly interested in ary and benefits. Send re- excellent resume. Call
ments, nice, near univer 436-5447
those with leadership ability sume to: Administrator, 759-1986, 10am-4pm only
1981 BARON mobile sity. 753-6111 daytime
VANITY, dressers, chests, home, 14x60, completely 753-0606 nights.
who are looking for genifine Parkway Regional HospiSEWING jobs wanted, in- hid-a-bed,
AKC German Shepards,
bedroom suite, furnished, includes washer/
career opportunities. Call to tal, 2000 Holiday Lane, Fulformal wear
cluding
1BR apartment near down- champion sired, some
7pc drop leaf table and
arrange personal interview. ton, KY 42041.
dryer and screened in front town and hospital
753-1061.
show prospects. $300/up
chairs, wood base cabinet,
10am-6pm, 753-5353, ask
RN Of LPN part-time for WILL clean houses and of- platform rocker, swivel porch. Town and Country 753-2853, leave message 436-2858.
for Noel Hutcherson.
Resort. $16,000 247-6006
physician office. Send refices. Reasonable rates chairs, odd chairs, folding or 247-2582.
1 OR 2br apts near down- ALASKAN Malamute Fesume to P0. Box 462, 753-8994.
chars, beds, trundle bed
male, 2 years old, open,
town Murray. 753-4109
13 IMMEDIATE OPEN- Murray, KY 42071.
end and coffee tables, 1986 CHAMPION Dou436-5272
INGS. NEED a job? A
WILL clean offices, rates trunks, foot lockers, reclin- blewide, 28x44, in excellent 2BR, 1Vi bath upper du- AKC, $100
Drivers. Earn
753-9782.
GED? Hope for the future? SOLO OTR
reasonable.
ers, picture window table, condition. Many extras in- plex. Carpeted, stove, re- DAISY Grooming. Satura year at
You may qualify if: You do over $30,000
foot stools, baby swing, cluded $22,000 759-9442 frigerator, a/c, woodburn- day, by appointment
Systems
Freight
housecleaning,
Celebrity
do
WILL
not have your GED or high
ing fireplace, beautiful lake 753-7819.
sinks, carpet pieces, oval or 753-6567
otter:
with
We
sit
will
KY.
and
Paducah,
in
babysitting,
school diploma; •You are
location. References and
serrugs,
washer,
braided
empty/
References
start,
to
23
to
elderly.
up
1987, 14x70, EXTRA nice, deposit required. Available FULL blooded Alaskan Ma
between the ages of 16 &
vice meter and tires.
actual dis- 489-2166
loaded,
as
same
lamute puppies, $100/ea
room,
This
E.
utility
0
E
bath,
2
2br,
an
are
We
21.
April 1. 436-2755 after
753-1502 or 753-4860.
355-2372
built-in microwave, dis- 5pm.
project is funded by the patched miles, fuel bonus,
progino
hwasher, stereo, central
Western Kentucky Private life/health pkg., rider
HAVE an obedient, safe
165
Business
h/a, wood underpinning HAZELApartments, Hazel, dog for show or home.
Industry Council- J.T.P.A. ram, assigned truck, x drop
pay,
layover
pay,
Opportunity
KY, is now renting. You
and porch. 753-4459.
Call J.T.P A Out Of School and hook
Classes or private lessons.
Antiques
must be 62, handicapped,
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 , paid vacation and more. COUNTRY Store for sale
Serving Murray for over
CHAMPION,
1991, 16x80
OTR
years
2
require:
We
2br
and
1
New
disabled.
or
8a m.-11.30a.m.
mile HITCHING Post Antique Concord Classic. 31>r, 2
12yrs. 436-2858.
experience, 25 years of with 5 acres of land,%
for
units. 502-527-8574
Mall in Aurora, now openbaths, large rooms, lots of more information. Equal PEG'S Grooming,
PARK RANGERS, Game age, clean MVR, DOT qual- from lake, near 3 resorts
dealers wanted Call
storage and cabinet space, Housing Opportunity.
Warden, Security, Mainte- ified. Husband/wife teams 436-2722
753-2915
474-2266
necesexp.
No
vaulted ceilings, ceiling
etc
at
nance,
welcome. Call recruiting
INVESTORS WANTED for
near
bath,
2
2tx,
LARGE
RED minature Dachshund
call
sary. For information,
1-800-925-5133, local expanding publishing com- LINCOLN rocker and otto- fans. Includes livingroom
university, w/d hook-up, puppies 901-986-3693
H/A,
central
furniture,
219-769-6649, ext. 7159. 502-443-0105
large
wheel,
Spinning
man.
Seriminimum.
pany, 2.5K
central 1-1./a, no pets. Refer- days 901-352-2416 nights.
Barn-8pm, 7 days.
ous inquiries only. Call fish tail scale with weights. kitchen appliances, decks,
ences and deposit re759-9220.
underpinning.
offer.
Best
table
leg
Gate
759-1598.
REGISTERED AKC Rotquired. 753-3949.
492-8393.
puppies
tweiler
24'x36', 3br, washer, dryer,
140
stove, refrigerator, dis- LIKE new, 2txirm brick du- 901-479-2414.
180
Want
hwasher, power pole, cen- plex with garage, disSewing
hwasher, W/D hookup. No
To Buy
tral h/a. Must be moved
lkiehlnes
410
OBO 753-8940 or pets. 753-7688 or
Service on all brands: window air conditioners
$5000
or
ANTIQUES by the piece
759-4703.
Public
436-2306
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
collections. Call 753-9433 BROTHERS cabinet sew
Salt
microwaves - dishwashers - gas & electric ranges
on
located
duplex
2br
NEW
after 5pm.
con
excellent
log machine,
Call
Poles.
Drive
Meter
Northwood
CUMMINGS
Factory Authorized Repairs For:
CASH for mobile home dition, $75. 753-5252
Specializing in mobile 753-1266 between
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
tires $7-$12 each.
home electric services. 200 8:00am-5:00pm, ask for
527-2932
ton
*All Repairs Are Guaranteed
amp. $375 100 amp $325 Paulette
Farm
435-4027.
JOGGERS baby stroller,
TAKING applications for
Equipment
753-4487 or 753-2769
GIANT Clearance Sale section 8 rent subsidized
TOP dollar for junk cars and 8N FORD tractor with bush- now in progress! Save big apartments. 1, 2 & 3 bedSaturday,
bucks on all homes, new rooms Apply Hilldale Apts.
trucks 759-4836 or hog, $2100. 759-9251
used. Dinkins Mobile Hardin, Ky. or call
and
436-5322
JOHN Deere 1219 mower,
April 4
Homes, Inc., Hwy 79E, 502-437-4113 EHO.
USED and antique furni- conditioner, 9'. 489-2740.
Paris, TN 1-800-642-4891.
1712-8 Oakhill
ture, glass, tools, quilts.
One of the South's oldest
KENTUCKY LAKE PROPERTY
200
Spears U Say-it vinegar
largest dealerships of
and
tracts:
in
sell
smaller
will
or
A total of 123 acres
Drive
Sports
474-2262,
jars.
quality homes!
two 45 acre tracts on the south side of Highway
Equipment
901-642-6290.
8 a.m.
NICE 14x65, 2br, 2 bath 3BR, 1305 Vine. Lease and
#280 and two 16 acre tracts to TVA easement
USED pallets, 40-x48, ULTRALIGHTS. Beave
with extras. Very clean, deposit required. No pets.
to Wildcat Creek just off the Blood River
and CGS Hawk ultraligh
436-5430
$6000. For appointment, $375/mo. 753-0932,
Embayment. The property would be good for
airplane dealer. Lowes
354-6705 evenings.
753-5898.
wooded
for
WANTED: mature
any type development or the perfect place
prices anywhere. BJ enter
acreage,improved or unim- prises, 753-7581
your lake home. Near Panorama Subdivision,
3BR, 2 bath, 6 miles north2130
proved. Write: William
TVA camping & picnic area, Miller Golf
west of Murray, available
Mobile
Purkes, Route 3 Box 299,
Course, only seven miles from Murray.
4/1, $375/mo. 3br, 2 bath,
Homes For Rent
Taylorville, IL 62568, or
2./i miles southeast of Mur210
phone 217-287-2171.
2BR, electric heat, ray, available 4/10 $450.
$210/mo plus deposit. Near 3br, 2 bath, New Concord
Arwood
WANT to buy Civil War,
World War I & If, pictures, FIREWOOD for sale, Almo Heights. 753-1861 af- area, available 4/1,
ter 5pm.
$350/mo. No pets Referguns, swords, documents,
1/2
$25/rick. 5 ncks for $100
Wing* - 376-2222
ences and deposit reuniforms and equipment 753-8396
3br,
or
2
Oaks
SHADY
after
753-9417
James Majors, Rasichinca 328-8418
quired.
for
Call 753-3633, ask
electric or gas. Walking dis4pm.
A FIREWOOD for sale
Crafts, jewelry, toys,
Larry
tance to college. 753-5209
437-4667
clothes, knick knacks
3BR brick, central H/C, re150
ferences and deposit reand much more.
OAK and hickory $27 50
Artkles
quired. Bob Perrin, RE/
285
delivered or $2250 pickFor Sal*
MAX Properties, 753-7653
Mobile
up. 436-2778
FARRIS Auction Company
Evenings, 753-3509.
Lots For Rent
Home
railroad stove
ANTIQUE
OAK, no bark. $20 picked1300 121 By•Pass • Murray. Ky. • 753-5315
W Dan Farris, Auctioneer,
$150 36" gas range, $50 up $25 delivered Murray
LARGE lot 1 mile east o
P0 Box 149, Hazel, KY
436-5272
436-5560
Green Plains Church.
(502) 492-8796/8795 We
901-247-5467
BARBER chair 2 mirrors
appraise and sell it all
Remington automatic gun,
1992 Cadillac Sedan DeVille
model 11-48 759-4502
220
White wired leather, loaded, 9,000 miles
WK.
FLOOR length wedding
Muskal
1992 Buick Park Ave.
dress with train & veil. Call
753-9964 after 9am.
KIMBALL Spinet piano, exAN pwr,, red wired cloth, extra nice
cellent
condition 753-7687
IBM Compatible computer,
after 4pm
1992 Olds Toronado Trofeo'
8088-10MHz, 640K, two
Platinum wicharcoal leather, loaded. 11,000 miles
drives, 30 Meg H.D., mono- PIANO tuning and repair
chrome monitor, $550 759-9661
Two baths,large glassed porch,double garage are
1992 Olds Achievea SL
OBO 759-1265.
James
only•few of the features of the brick ranch only
SOUNDDESIGNS
Red w/grePhite interior, loaded. V-6, 1,900 miles
seconds from Murray! Nestled among large trees
JOHN Deere riding mower, C Gallimore Electric Prowith large, log outbuilding and fenced back yard.
new Kohler 17hp motor, 46' Logic Theater systems and
1992 Pontiac Bonneville SE
A must on your list of "must see"!
cut with hydrostatic drive Whole House stereo sys
While w/gray cloth, 16 wheels, al power, sport trim,
Excellent shape 759-9413 tems 759-1835
4,503 miles
MILLIONAIRES MILLION753- MI
414 Se. 12th
AIRES, PANGBURN'S
1992 Olds Cutlass Supreme S. Sedan
250
IN
MURBACK
IS
CANDY
Silver wiblue cloth, ail power. 13,000 miles
BUSIMS11
RAY. Charlie's Safe T
Services
Pharmacy
1992 Olds Ninety Eight Elite
PRIVATE Investigato
MULCH, picked-up or deWhite w/blue leather, loaded 9,000 moles
D B A Confidential Investilivered Open on Saturdays
gations, Southside Shoptil noon, McKnight Sawmill,
1992 Cadillac Sedan DeVille
ping Center, Suite 1102,
Hwy 611 North, 753-5305,
Lt blue wibbe leather loaded, 13,000 miles
Murray. 753 2641
753-1132

-Fulham. deli help
needed.
.41)4 Men.
Food Markel
Nlain SI. Miura)

41

410

300

240

150

Of0

061

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

SELL your real estate at
auction with a local estab
fished firm Wilson Realty
302 S 12th, Murray KY
Phone 753-3263 Dan
Miiler Associate and Auc
tioneer, 435 4144
.140

Lots
For Sale
BUILDING Site /i acre in
city, underground electric
$11,500 Bob Perrin, RE/
MAX
Properties
753-SOLD

GARAGE
SALE
Fri. & Sat
102 South 91h
Between Main &
Poplar

LOTS, lots, lots City and
county From $4000-$1200
each Bob Perrin, RE/MAX
Properties, 753 SOLD
450

6:30 dl ?
Desk char, other
chairs, glass, dishes,

Finns
For Sale
20 ACRES, some pasture
shed, small pond
489-2740

linens, lots of other

good items.
Ran or Shane

MINI FARM are you ready
for spring planting? Come
see this lovely 100 acres+farm, approx 60 acres in
row crop 4br, 1 bath frame
house, hog operation to top
out 600 head Priced at
$65,000 Moody Realty
Co , Inc William E Moody,
Realtor, 414 Tyson Ave
Paris, TN 1-800-642-5093

GARAGE
SALE
Sat., AprIl 4th
1608 Tabard
Drive
Martin Heights
7 a.m.-2 p.m.

WANT to buy Good farm
land up to 100 acres
759-9439
460
Homes
For Sale

goods,
Household
adult & children clothing, some toys &
books, ect.

2BR brick, 400 N 3rd St
large lot, just redecorated
$18,500 492-8714

Garage Sale
Sat, April 4
1415 Dudley

3BR, 1 bath, newly decorated, brick home in excellent neighborhood. Nicely
shaded fenced -in backyard Carport w/storage
area. Priced to sell! For
appointment, call
753-5904, leave message,
or 753-3895

Brown recliner, taupe
swivel rocker, boys
clothes 6-8 and 16-20,
ladies clothes 10-12 and
large sizes, small desk,
table, golf clubs, bags
and pull carts, exercise
bicycle, lots of odds &
ends.

BARKLEY Lake home,
very private 4 acres, 1400'
waterfront $175,000
502-821-7911

Real
Estate
KOPPERUD REALTY of
ers a complete range o
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222, toll free
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext.
711L.
RE/MAX Properties Ltd
Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey,
Bob Haley. Bel-Air Center
1 -502-753-SOLD
1-800-369-5780

GREAT Location 3br, 2
bath, 2 car garage, fenced
yard Mid $70'5 Bob Perrin,
RE/MAX, 753-SOLD
HOME and workshop on
1 5 acres 3br brick, 5 minutes from Murray Low
$60'5 Bob Perrin, RE/
MAX, 753-SOLD
NEW 4br, LR, DR, 2B,
walk-in closet, central h/a, 3
fans, built-in, self cleaning
Frigidaire range, Panasonic microwave, disposal,
oak cabinets, excellent lo
cation. 753-5561.

Mathis Transmission
Service
624

N. 4th St..

Murray

753-6374
Specializing in front wheel drive.
overdrive. automatic & standard
transmissions.
We Service What We Sell
* FREE ESTIMATES *

12 Month 12,000 Mile Warranty

DAVID SMITH
Construction
New Homes
Residential - Commercial
Additions - Metal Pole Barns

Purdom Motors
* NEW ARRIVALS *

PROPERTY for sale in Col
dwater or Kirksey area
Small or large acreage
489 2161 after 7pm

15

Yrs. Experience • Free Estimates

Route 1, Box 139D
Benton, Ky. 42025

PHONE:
502-437-3026

WHOLES kill, PRICES

-irrtow

Roberts Realty

New Commercial
Building

1992 Buick Regal Sedan
Gray. while a derk blue

1991 Cadillac Sedan DeVille
MAIN &red cloth, loaded, bided boded
Over SS 111 and 1/ ammhol OM laaawy cars
to choose from.

NINTENDO, $50 Video
games, S10-15/ea
753-5268 after 5pm
PROM or bridesmaid
dress. size 4 Jessica
McClintock designer
Never worn, never altered
753-2907

1

PROTECT your pnvacy
Confidential Investigations
will electronically eliminate
illegal transmitters end/or
telephone taps within your
home or office using state
of the art equipment
753-2641

On Industrial Road
Office & Warehouse Space
5000 sq. ft.
753-5976 days
436-2795 nights

1991
1991
1991
1991
1991
1991
1991
1991
1991
1991

Pontiac Grand Am
Pontiac Sunbird
Pontiac 6000 LE
Olds Ciera
Olds Delta 88
Buick Regal Coupe
Buick LeSabre
Buick Park Ave.
Buick Century
Buick Century

Hafi
'10,900'
'8,900'
'12,900'
'12.900"
'I 4,90(1"
'12,900"
'14,90(r

48,90081
'12,900"
"12,900"

Wholesale Price

'9,700"
'7,800"
'11,875"
'11,482"
'13,375"
'12,200"
'13,292"
'17,693"
'11,196"
'11,236"

DUY BEFORE WEDS

PI RIMNI MOTORS INC.
753-5315

121 Ili l'a'.

\hula.%

'• .

.11. •
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,
'
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Oftered

Ilerfasse Mod

1 .1

Homes
For Salo
CAR Stereo Installation
NEW 3151. 2 bath house in 753-0113. Sunset BouleSouthwest Villa Subdrvi- vard Music, Murray's AlSion Big rooms, 11 closets, pena Car Audio Specialist.
lots of cabinets Call Dixieland Center. 1 block
753-3903 to see anytime from MSU dorms
NEW 3151, LR, DR, 2 baths.
bull-in range and microwave, central KM, quality
oak cabinets, walk-in
closet, excelent location
1979 CHEVY, blue conver753-5561
sion van Excellent condiNEW 5b, LR, 28, central tion, low miles, loaded with
hra, carport, built-in range. extras. $2800. 1981 Ford
microwave, disposal conversion Rebuilt engme.
Adaptable to many family low miles loaded. $3600
sizes, excellent location 436-2858.
753-5561
1981 GMC customized
NEW. first oftering Excel- van, $4000 759-4406
lent location, adaptable to
newlyweds, growing famF 1983 FORD van, extra
lies, retirees, built-ins long, tan. 6 cyl., 3-speed
wioverdrive. Motor needs
753-5561 or 759-1610
overhauling 753-5377 al
SEE this first Top condi- 181 5pfrl.
tion 3br brick. fireplace,
garage, fenced Bob Perrin. VACATION Van, 1990 Lu
mina APV, loaded, one
RE MAX 753 SOLD
owner 30xxx mites
436-5369

NEW bug shields for pickups and vans, foreign and
domestic, clear and smoke
tint $19 50iea Pock-up bed
mats $34 50tea Key Auto
Parts Hwy 1218 753-5500
SALE and expert repair on
factory, car and home stereos plus installation
Bears Audio and World of
753- 1 0 7
Sound
753-5865

TOPPER for S-10 truck.
7'6"x5 Good condition
$85 OBO or consider trade
759-9710

28' 1975 HARRIS Pontoon
Boat, 120 insrd-out motor Very good condition
$5800. 354-8752.
ALMOST new 9-'' Bass
436-2583
Hunter bass boat, 5-speed,
Buddy English ,
Minkota hand controlled
trolling motor. 2 swivel padded seats, carpet wired CONSTRUCTION
front and back for trolling Houses,additions. framing
motor, trailer Atways sets Tripp Williams, 753-0563
in garage. Ideal for watersheds, ponds.etc. Great for DELK'S Painting Service
estiCrappie fishing Cost $900 Interior, exterior, tree
new, $750 firm. Serious mates 18yrs experience
6
inquiries only Call Mayfield 247-981
753-0653 after 5pm.

Concrete
Work

HEAVY M.:1y boat trailer,
new tires, tit new rails
$225 759-1405

100% SATISFACTION AI
types home repair, elecincal. maintenance No job
too small BJ Enterpnses.
753- 7581
and
1969 GMC 2'6 ton flatbed A1A LANDSCAPING
tree removal Tree and
truck Asking $1995
shrub trimming. mulching
759-9710
and hauling, major and mi1973 FORD work truck, nor groundskeeping
$800 Call 753-6200 after 492-8254

1976 MONTE Carlo 350
engine, new tires, real good
intenorextenor Best offer
436-5642
1977 OLDSMOBILE,8 cyl
excellent condition 51200
753-0785
1978 MONTE Carlo, $500
Good body crank shah
needs some repair Call
753-9923 after 5pm

DOWNS Home Improvement. Anything from re
modeling to small additions
to your home. 13yrs experience, all work guaranteed.
Call Kyle at 753-4418 after
3pm for a free estimate

1976 CHEVY 'A ton. clean,
low miles, mechanically
sound 350 engine. topper
436-5810 after 6prn

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sews 753-2310
for free estimate lot your
needs

Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm, 759-9816, 753-0495
AAA Additions Decks.
1977 4-WHEEL drive vinyl siding carpentry
Chevy pick up ps/pb, arc
work, house and floor levelamffir radio Good condi- ing drive-ways 40. years
tion. $2000 759-1965, experience Free esti753-8858
mates Call collect
3
1981 TOYOTA diesel, 901 247-517
good condition $1600 A LAWN Mowing Service
OBO 436-5272
436 5265

18' LAYTON all self contained, roof air $2500
436-5272
1977 ELDORADO minihome. 47.000 miles, awnings, roof air, generator and
other extras, $7,000
753-3657
1979 SELF contained camper 753-0718
1984 COACHMAN 22, air,
awning, lull bed. $5900
502.395-4424
22' JAYCO Camper Fully
loaded, good condition PrIced to sell 436-5003

EXTRA dean, nice Jayco
pop-up Sleeps 6, pull out
1982 CHEVY Impala, stove $1850 Also, flat bot$1200 Mechanically tom aluminum boat
753-2370
sound 762-4454
1983 WHITE Firebird, FM
cassette deck lots of new
parts Very dependable
Call 759-1878

DIAL Builders New additions, new homes, pole
barns, total remodeling. No
job too small. 436-5272.

6PM

Campers

1969 CADILLAC new
paint, motor A-ok. good
Ores Best offer 753-4530

Bobby McCuiston
7504471 krof 4:30 pin

DRYWALL finishing, repairs, additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761

510

1980 DATSUN 2-door
hatchback extra clean in
and out, excellent condition $975 759-1922

Lict* Hauling
Idling
Odds & Ends

TWO 17' boats, $295/each
Any reasonable offer will be
considered. 759-9710

1 n

Used
Cars

LAWN SERVICES

521
Bests
A Motors

ALL Round house and yard
maintenance Mow, trim,
clean gutters, rake yard.
trim bushes, haul trash,
small construction work.
vehicle maintenance Free
estimates Call Scott
753 1235
ALPHA Builders Carpentry, remodeling porches
roofing, concrete driveways, painting, maintenance. etc Free estimates
489-2303
AL'S hauling, yard work,
tree removal, mowing Free
estimates 759-1683
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 motor
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works 753-2455

Painting
Papa
Hanging

HOME Repairs Will do du
weary, painting, plumbing
and electrical 436-2575 at5pm.
INSULATION Blown In By
Sears: TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sews
753-2310 for tree estimate

SAM'S Yard Service. Mowing, trimming, hauling.
753-1598. Free estimates.

JAMES C Gallimore
Electric. Fast, efficient,
courteous service
759-1835

SEWING machine repair.
Kenneth Barnhill.
753-2674

SEPTIC TANK SERVICE.
Repair, replacement, new
Installation, pumping, sewers, footings, basements.
Backhoe-loader service.
BRENT ALLEN. 759-1515.

SHEETROCK finishing,
ceilings. Larry
KITCHEN CABINET RE- textured
n 492-8742.
COVERY existing doors 8 Chriisma
frames with woodgram for- SPECIAL Touch Cleaning
mica, all colors Free esti- Services. A little he goes
mates Wulff's Recovery a long way. General houseMurray 436-5560
keeping 8 more. Reasonreferences.
L AND L Lawn Service able rates and
at 753-7381
Karen
Call
after
Call
s
estimate
Free
evenings.
5pm, 753-4001

UTWILLER Building Farm
residential set-up for
and
CLEANFREE SPRING
protects Our busilarge
ING ESTIMATES. Gutters,
built on quality
is
ness
bush and tree removals,
4
hauling, planting, pruning, 382-221
mulching, mowing, etc Call MOODY Mower Repair.
Jerry at 753-0611
Pock-up and delivery, all
nteed
FULL Service Lawn Care work guara
City or county, free esti- 753-5668
mates 436-2744
MOWING, Yard Work Af, reliable, efficient
fordable
SpeGALLOWAY Roofing
s 753-9100
cializing in new roofs, re- Free estimate
roofs, and tear-offs
PAINTING interior and exGuaranteed work
Quality work Over
terior
-7941
502-753
20 years experience Ralph
Worley 436-5625
NEED your gutters cleaned
or repaired"? Call 753-0834 PLUMBING Repairs We
work on mobile homes
24-hour emergency. sameday service 489-2525

"WO

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255

°Quality Lawn &
Landscape Services"
753-5726
GERALD WALTERS
Roofing, vinyl siding, painting Free estimates 18
years experience Local references 489-2267
GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate

PLUMBING - Free estimates. Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed. 492-8816
REFINISHING, stripping,
custom woodworking.
753-8056.
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete Free estimates. Call
474-2307.

Nit

at
Murray High School Future Business Leaders of America winnersity
Univers
State
y
Murra
at
held
ence
Confer
the Region I FBLA
in
March 24 are shown above. Dana Hohman (left) won 1st place in
place
2nd
won
(right)
Graves
Impromptu Speaking and David
Introduction to Business. Dana and David are eligible to represent
ConMurray High School and Region I at the Kentucky FBLA State
23-25.
April
ference to be held in Louisville,

THE rainy season is here.
Put a stop to your leak, I'm
the one you should seek,
Kenneth Jones Roofing. All
work guaranteed.
354-8867.
TREE Trimming and light
hauling. Free estimates
436-2102, ask for Luke
VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15; most repairs
$35: all brands. 3rd Street,
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon -Fri.; 753-0530

Getting refunds takes time

Kaituckians becoming anxious for authorization from the Finance Caare keeping the binet, and returns the checks to the
WAYNE Higgins Backhoe their state tax refunds
State Treasury Revenue Cabinet for immediate mailthe
into
lines
sysphone
tank
Service. Septic
city
tems, water lines,
ringing. Everyone wants to know, ing.
sewer, hauling. 759-4685. "Where's my check?"
Treasurer Mills cautioned that,
State Treasurer Frances Jones Mills again this year, Tax Refund Checks
WEST Ky Aluminum. Put
will be in theform ofblue, computeran end to costly painting stated,"Rvinise the Treasury Departand draft windows with Al- ment writes the checks, people asgenerated seY-sealing mailers, not
coa Siding and Certain
sume we are causing the delay." the traditional envelopes that people
Teed Replacement Winhave become accustomed to through
Bill Speed. Nothing could be further from the
dows
and
years. Taxpayers should be cared
the
receive
are
returns
Tax
truth.
492-8103.
not to discard these checks in
bet
ful
e
Cabine
Revenu
the
by
audited
WILL do mowing and light
thinking that they are "junk
after
error,
Even
fore a refund is authorized.
hauling. 753-4355.
and
ing
mail."
account
given,
is
l
approva
WILL do plumbing, installaMills suggested that concerned taxres in both the
bon and repairs All guaran- data entry procedu
should call the Division of
add
s
payers
teed 753-4355, 753-1134 Revenue and Finance Cabinet
Assistance, Revenue Caer
The
.
Taxpay
process
the
to
days
nal
additio
YARD landscaping w/20
564-4580 to inquire
(502)
at
the
on
binet,
checks
the
writes
y
Treasur
g
years experience. Breakin
of their return.
status
of
the
about
warrant
and disking gardens, bush- same day that it receives a

hogging. No jobs too big or
too small. 436-5430.
YARD mowing, trimming,
ROGER Hudson rock haul- odd jobs. Hauling, mulch,
ing, gravel, sand, dirt, drive- gravel, dirt, sealing driveway rock 753-4545, ways. Free estimates.
Danny Robinson
HADAWAY Construction 753-6763
436-5501
Home remodeling, paintor
N Tilling, raised
YARD mowing and lawn
ing, wallpaper, carpentry. GARDE
Ask about care. Very reliable,
floor covering No job too leveled beds.
free weeding service 489-2715.
small. 436-2052.
901-232-8235.
YARD mowing, landscapAPPLIANCE SERVICE HANDYMAN will do plumb
Kenmore, Westinghouse, ing. electric and carpentry GENERAL Repair plumb- ing, tree trimming, and tree
ing, roofing, tree work removal. Free estimates.
Whirlpool. 30+ years ex- Reasonable rates
Tim Lamb, 436-2528.
436-2642
perience. Bobby Hopper, 753-0596
436-5848

16' RUNABOUT, 1401,p
Merateser. 14' Jon Boat,
motor and trader. 1980
Buick Skyhawk 436-2827

753-0616

Contract Bridgc

Test Your Play

• Z''

FBLA Winners

8 Stump
LAWN MOWING. If you SUREWAY Tree
Insured with full
want someone who a de- Removal.
nt. Free espendable, reasonably p- line of equipme
or night,
Day
.
timates
job
the
do
will
iced, and
4
753-548
at
David
right, please call
753-6986 References T C. Dinh Repair and Mainavailable.
tenance. Electrical • Cleaning Sewer. 1210/1212 Main
tree
and
mowing
LAWN
Street 753-6111 office,
Saturon
service No calls
753-0606 after 5pm.
day Paul. 436-2102
Seamless
LEE'S Carpet Cleaning THE Gutter Co.
variety
For all your carpet and up- aluminum gutters,
d, inLicence
colors.
of
call
g,
cleanin
y
holster
e,
availabl
e
Estimat
sured.
es
753-5827 Free estimat
Dupont certified for 759-4690.
Stainmaster
THERMALINE Replacement Windows. Custom,
electric
for
ED
LICENS
cigas refrigeration Installa- built, easy-dean. Senior
3
tion and repair Free esti- tizens discounts. 759-443
after 3pm.
mates 753-7203

Horoscopes

SATURDAY, APRIL 4, 1992
your own
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on
95 cents
you
hill
will
y
compan
phone
Your
8.
date of birth,call I -900-988-778
)
1985 CUTLASS Calais,
minute.
a
17' 1983 BOAT. motor and
results.
V-6, 3 1 liter, loaded, excelHAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE partner could spark lucrative
$3000 value, asking
trailer.
1,
n
247-298
a new
lent conditio
attracts
look
ither
come-h
Your
LIFE:
YOUR
NEXT YEAR OF
$2300. 759-9710.
247-9881, 489-2150
l projects admirer. The financial outlook is
persona
new
ping
Develo
RANGER with 1977
1985 TRANS Am. loaded, 1975
will give you more choice in career much improved.
Mercury 150 Fully
n
conditio
t
N'IRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Lot-tops, excellen
financial matters. Beginning in
and
condit
equipped, excellen
753-2783 before 2pm
happenings may seem dull in
cal
s
busines
A
shots!
the
call
May. you
tion Must see to appreaison with events at a distance.
compar
Say
Garage kept
1986 OLDS 98 white, very ate
boom keeps you busy in July.
A TO Z Services. General
waste time. Go to where the
not
Do
s
method
hioned
old-fas
nice, 95xxx moles, $3800 753-0509
to
ye"
"goodb
contracting, electrical,
An unexpected phone call
m
is!
8am-5p
fun
F,
M
5,
outlets
753-745
in September. You find fresh
22' CATALINA sad boat plumbing, roofing, carpenforxi for thought.
you
After 5 30pm 492 8159
gives
after
talents
rial
manage
mainteyour
house
for
trailer, 9 9 motor, 3 sails try, yard and
(Sept. 23-Oct. 22): InfluLIBRA
Be
people.
Al
talking with influential
1988 FIREBIRD, t-tops, $3500 753-4681 after nance. Free estimates
a lot now.
work guaranteed. Call
V-6 loaded 1966 Dodge 59rn
willing to take risks. Your family or ential people may demand
opportunew
create
ms
proble
New
incould
759-9047.,
bilities
Cornet 1979 Toyota Cedomestic responsi
Motors 1981
and
BOATS
Puzzles.
in.
right
jump
4pm.
after
6
nities
iica 753-463
crease early in 1993.
17' Skeeter, all electric, BACKHOE &Swede - ROY
hold
stories
y
myster
and
riddles
ON
BORN
IES
CELEBRIT
1988 PLYMOUTH Colt w/PT. 90hp Johnson, less HILL. Septic system, drrve1.You are West defending against concentrate on hands consistent with
d.
weeken
this
appeal
special
wagon 5-speed. a/c
than 100 hours, nice, ways, haulingrifoundations, Four Spades.
the bidding that allow the contract THIS DATE:author Maya Angelou.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
35mpg one-owner, x - $4500 17' Marquis, low etc 759-4664
dance king Arthur Murray,composer
to be beaten.
H
NORT
af6
road ahead could be rough if you
492-860
The
e,
clean $3700
rider tri-haul, 85 Evinrud
Thus, to assign your partner the Elmer Bernstein, biographer Kitty
•.1 1094
BILL Musser Yardwork.
d your schedule. Avoid beter 5pm
overloa
tilt trailer $1500 OBO Plus treetrimming, fencing
a
is
Kelley.
K-J-x of clubs and ace of spades
IF A J 10 9
boats
other
and
motors
part of a wild goose chase.
coming
191:
ARIES (March 21 -April
436-2043
1991 MAZDA 323 Blue,
sound enough hypothesis on the bid•6
Will buy motors in good or
ger ofjoy and good will
messen
a
Be
mark
the
hit
could
arrow
s
for
Cupid'
am/mires. a/c 18XXX
reason
d 9g,but that is not a good
•A Q 103
condition Also, trade BLOCK, brick, concrete finbad
family this evening.
and
friends
to
080
leaves
.
ation
miles, $5000
shifting to a club at trick two. South today. A friendly convers
arid do maintenance Jack, ishing. Basements footWF-ST
S (Nov. 22-Dec.
TARIU
SAGIT
's
753-7012
Partner
over.
all
warm
feeling
you
t
case
in
that
would make the contrac
ings, garages, drives, •7 3
759-2543
dearest may be
and
nearest
Your
211:
own.
your
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walks 30yrs. experience •K5
because your king of hearts is needs could
to discus a future project or
eager
large
with
ance
assist
t
Reques
13yrs in Murray area
at
lose
most
would
he
finessable and
• A K 98 7 5
trip. There is plenty of time. Ponder
753-5476 Charles Barnett.
a spade, a diamond and a club, dis- projects.
+854
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): A key financial decisions. Learn to trust
carding any potential second club
BRYON'S LAWN SERThe bidding has been
of misunderstanding could en- your intuitive promptings.
web
VICE Free estimates North East
loser on one of dummy's hearts.
South West
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19):
firmly.
489-2691 after 5pm.
It is far better to credit partner tangle you. State your case
2•
1+
Pass
1+
critical comments you make
Any
Areillit CUSTOS. KITC4101 CABINETS
leave
will
to
lunch
friend
(
a
g
Invitin
with the ace of spades and queen of
4
3•
C USTON WOOOVIORIONG
CARPENTRY, framing, 24
could be held against you. Be
if
today
up
Dress
you both in good spirits.
AN Types Of:
roofing. foundations
You lead the king of diamonds. hearts because that holding gives
tic. Taking an imaginative
diploma
.
evening
this
out
going
436-5598
Custom Woodworking
East playing the two and South the you a good chance to beat the conwill help you solve a
ch
approa
A
20):
21
-June
(May
GEMINI
tract by leading the king of hearts at
you play now?
problem.
x
comple
CHARLIE Davidson All four. What would
what
just
be
could
ion
relaxat
of
•
day
•
•
dedo
trick two. This play would
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
types of roofing and refk
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
you need. Both talks and travel can be
er with the clarer in if he has something like:
•Drop by /1 sect OUI showroom
Torch down rubber
are
declar
pairs
You
2.
need to work out a specific plan
You
alone
Bream
wearying. Spend some time
400 SuNSJPY MURRAY (9.1ww, &mi."
* KQ862 7643•Q4•KJ
roofing 753-5812
West hand at Three Notrump and
before approaching potenaction
of
family
with
r
togethe
getting
7SI50.60
before
After the heart shift. South goes
Any mistakes in your
allies.
tial
CHIM Chlm Chimney North leads the queen of diamonds,
.
losing a spade, a heart, a or close friends
ation could impede success.
Sweeps has 10% senior South playing the seven. How would down one,
preSent
22).:
-July
21
(June
ER
CANC
heart ruff and a diamond.
citizen discounts We eel you play the hand?
a strong desire,even if Get the latest facts and figures.
2.The only question is whether Boldly pursue
chimney caps and screens
EAST
WEST
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):
ying far away or
journe
means
it
435-4191
to play for a 3-3 heart division or rely
•A Q 7
*854 3
concerns regarding joint funds
Your
You
y.
territor
new
into
venturing
WAKQ7 3 on a spade finesse. There is a 60
or possessions appear to he wellsomeCOLSON Lawn Service •64
match
perfect
a
find
might
percentchance offinding North with
•8 5
founded. Let no one claim otherwise.
Professional mowing and • A3
one with your future in mind!
the king of spades, but only a 36
•AKQ
trimming Guaranteed low- •88 5 3 2
Nostalgia makes a comeback tonight.
LEO(July 23-Aug. 22): Discuss
break.
Block, brick. stone, complete foundation, est rates. 515-$80 per
1. Ills an important principle of percent chance of a3-3 heart
out the photos and reminisce.
Bring
tive
prospec
a
with
plans
your
ing
d
covete
month, most yards. defense that you don't credit de- You should therefore go with the
patios
&
lks
sidewa
wort.
te
concre
4 8 9 - 2 5 2 5 , darer with a hand that renders the odds and put your chips on a spade
TODAY'S CHILDREN are charming.excitable and eager to stay ahead
with brick. Remodeling, decks, additions. 1-8004383921
nable. Instead, you finesse.
ct
impreg
contra
of
the crowd. They want to he the first to try the latest trend or fashion.
garages. Fireplaces a specialty.
Tomorrow: A deducible deduction.
Affectionate but somewhat fickle. these Aries will probably have many
a
IS yrs. Exp. Free Estimates
casual romances before settling down. They want to finish school and start
CUNNINGHAM'S Healing
job will
ideal
The
.
bilities
ic
responsi
Comdomest
4312
1-339Service.
serious
on
1-1191
Cooling
taking
and
before
career
Call 527-1275 or
t
plele installation and gorallow these creative Aries to stretch their imaginations. They are happies
For Job Dow Risk Because We
y ice . Call Gary at
when devising new ways to do things.
1984 CHEVROLET Celebrity. $1900 436-2285 after 5pm

re,

Mr. Joe B. Lawrence was awarded a certificate of commendation for
a
exceptional performance on March 17, 1992. Mr. Lawrence is depart
d
to
the
assigne
ian
technic
n
Department of the Army civilia
ment to provide administration of cadet records and logistics. Preor of
senting his certificate is LTC William T. Holden Jr, the Profess
ity.
Univers
State
Military Science at Murray

Smith Masonry &
Home Improvement

Goorweise Ow Work.

750-4754

Read the classified ads daily
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Looking Back

Today in IlistolA
There are 272 days left
Today is Friday, April 3, the 94th day of 1992.
in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
began service between
On April 3, 1860, the legendary Pony Express
only a l'A years
lasted
service
.
The
St. Joseph, Mo., and Sacramento.
telegraph.
tal
transcontinen
the
before giving way to
On this date:
honorary doctor of laws
In 1776, George Washington received an
degree from Harvard College.
Van Winkle" and "The
In 1783, Washington Irving, author of "Rip
York City.
New
in
born
was
Hollow,"
Legend of Sleepy
capital of Richmond,
Confederate
In 1865, Union forces occupied the
Va., during the Civil War.
shot to death in Si
In 1882, the notorious outlaw Jesse James was
gang.
own
his
of
member
Joseph, Mo., by Robert Ford, a
N.J., for the
Trenton,
in
electrocuted
was
In 1936, Bruno Hauptman
kidnap-murder of the Lindbergh infant.
officer responsible
In 1946, Lt. Gen. Masaharu Horruna, the Japanese was executed.
11,
War
World
during
March
for the Bataan Death
mayor of
In 1979, Jane M. Byrne became the first woman to be elected
Johnson.
D.
Wallace
Chicago, as she defeated Republican
closed
In 1985, the landmark Brown Derby restaurant in Hollywood
business.
in
years
after 56
the south
Teo years ago: Britain dispatched a large naval task force to
seized
been
had
which
Islands,
Falkland
disputed
Atlantic to reclaim the
Argentidemanded
meanwhile,
Council,
Security
U.N.
The
Argentina.
by
na withdraw its forces from the Falklands.
Dow Jones
Five years ago: Stock prices rocketed on Wall Street as the
a record
at
day
the
ending
industrial average soared 69.89 points,
2,390.34.
War truce
One year ago: The U.N. Security Council adopted a Gulfdestruction,
mass
-of
weapons
resolution demanding that Iraq abolish
Graham Greene
renounce terrorism and pay reparations. English novelist
died at age 86.
Doris
Today's Birthdays: Actor Marlon Brando is 68. Actress-singerHelmut
Chancellor
German
63.
is
Umeki
Miyoshi
Day is 68. Actress
is 50.
Kohl is 62. Actress Marsha Mason is D. Singer Wayne Newton
de
Salinas
Carlos
Mexico,
of
president
The
Singer Tony Orlando is 48.
BaldAlec
Actor
43.
is
Alzado
Lyle
player
football
Former
Gortari, is 44.
win is 34. Comedian-actor Eddie Murphy is 31.
it's all
Thought for Today: "I didn't invent the world I write about —
true." — Graham Greene (1904-1991).

J.D. Rayburn showed slides of
Tea years ago
A tornado touched down in the his trip to Western Europe at a
Hazel area the night of April 2 and meeting of Murray Kiwanis Club
caused damage to several struc- held at Murray Woman's Club
tures. Severe rains also made driv- House.
Donna Humphries, daughter of
ing very hazardous throughout Caland Mrs. Dean Humphries,
Mr.
loway County.
second in the piano division
placed
of
District
The first session
Court opened April 2 in the Robert of contest by Firest District of
0. Miller Courthouse Annex, the Kentucky Federation of Women's
former Murray Post Office. District Clubs held at Ken Br Inn. She repJudge David Buckingham presided resented Murray Woman's Club
and is a freshman at Murray High
at the district court session.
Magic Tri Bowling League at School.
Births reported include a boy to
Corvette Lanes recently honroed
and Mrs. Billy McCuiston, a
Mr.
game
high
as
individual
Hale
Judy
with handicap and 100 pins over girl to Mr. and Mrs. Roy Fox and a
her average; Lois Smith, high aver- girl to Mr.; and Mrs. William C.
age and all-spare game; Betty Dunlap, March 27.
Mrs. Ophelia Bazzell was honHopkins, most improved bowler,
at a dinner on March 17 in
ored
Service,
and top team, Public Ice
composed of Betty Parrish, Peggy celebration of her 81st birthday.
Thirty years ago
Beber, Ethelene McCallon, Linda
of Murray ColGlen
Armstrong
nd
Pat
Hesselrode.
Johnsona
lege High Chapter of Future FarTwenty years ago

mers of America is pictured with
his Reserve Champion Hog he
exhibited at Calloway County 4-H
and FFA Fat Hog Show and Sale.
Laurel Parker, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Dalton Parker and senior
at Murray High School, is the
school candidate for Miss Kentucky Librarian in the contest by the
Library Extension Division,
Frankfort.
Murray High School Chapter of
Future Homemakers of America
held its annual Mother-Daughter
Banquet at Triangle Inn on March
23 with Patsy Shirley, chapter president, presiding.
Mr. and Mrs. Tilman Armstrong
of Detroit, Mich., have been the
guests of their son and family, Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Armstrong and
children, Andy, Alan and Marie.
Forty years ago
W.B. Moser, Mrs. J.B. Wilson,
Mrs. Charles Mason Baker and

After they went home, a letter
appeared in your column about overmedication ofolder people.One point
it made was that since the organs
become less efficient at ridding the
body of toxins as one ages, a dosage
that is appropriate at 70 may be too
strong at 80.
I phoned my mother and read her
the letter, and urged her to contact
my father's doctor and discuss it
with him. She did — and the doctor
cutthe dosage in half,and eliminated
some pills altogether.
My parents just left after spending two weeks with us again this

DEAR ABBY: In February 1991,
my 80-year-old parents spent two
weeks with my husband and me in
our Florida home. We hadn't spent
that much time together in many
years, and I was shocked by how my
father had aged. His eyes were glazed
and he seemed to be living in a fog
much of the time.
I was concerned about Dad's
medication, and my mother told me
that his doctor had prescribed all the
pills — and Dad had been going for
checkups every three months for the
last 10 years and was still taking the
pills.

year. Abby, my father is a new person! He seems years younger, and
that glazed look is gone from his
eyes. Thank you for printing that
letter last February, and please
consider reprinting it. If it helps
improve the quality of one person's
life as much as it did my father's, it
will be worth it.
• HIS DAUGHTER IN NAPLES
DEAR DAUGHTER: I am
printing your letter to remind
others that a dosage of medication that is appropriate at 70
may be too strong at 80.

BLONDIE

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
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DEAR OLLIE: If this appears
in The Orlando Sentinel, you'll
know your editor has a good
sense of humor.

I 8E BRUTAL!
BE BRAVE!
BE TOUGH'
I WILL BE HERE!
YOUR WOE!
YOUR SHOULDER!
!
YOUR
YOUR MOTHER!

THIS 15 601N6
TO TAKE ALL
DM IF YOU
START EtETTING
EMOTIONAL,
LEAR.

Dr. Gott
4-5

By Peter II. Gott, M.D.
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ACROSS

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

41 Sun god

1 Cut of
meat
4 Hurried
8 Meadow
11 Cougar
12 Ripped
13 "— Fly
Away"
14 Printer's
measure
15 BaMbi'll Ma
17 Cuddle up
19 Decay
21 Cook in hot
fat
23 Speck
24 British
streetcar
26 Corn plant
part
28 Direction
31 Swab
33 Seine
35 Fish eggs
36 Note of scale
38 Wall Street
workers

all
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"fE5 MA'AM .. MY D'06 AND I
WANT TO THANK YOU FOR
ALLOWING ME TO 60 HOME
EARLY YESTERDAY BECAUSE HE
AS SITTING IN THE RAIN..

DEAR ABBY: I am submitting a
limerick that may be a bit too suggestive for your column. Maybe not.
You be the judge.
"Heartbeats stay at normal rate
"When one beds down with a legal
mate
"But roosting in another's nest
"May lead to cardiac arrest."
OLLIE IN ORLANDO

ta

CATHY
IF YOu HAVEN'T WORN
SOMETHING v.) A YEAR.
IT MOULD 50 OUT, CATHY!

DEAR ABBY: I love cats but cannot keep any because ofmy husband's
allergies. Luckily, I have nice neighbors who are willing to"share"theirs
My husband enjoys having the cats
in our yard because they keep the
moles out of our lawn and other
rodents out of the garden. They are
also very sweet-tempered and "visit"
us when we are outdoors.
Our problem is that the four of us
share the same back yard with a
neighbor who hates cats and has
threatened to kill them if they come
into her yard. She's repeated this
threat three different times, and
we're starting to believe her. The
cost of a fence that would stop a cat
is just not possible at this time.
Do you or any of your readers
know ofa plant that would repel cats
that We could plant along the edge of
our properties?I know that marigolds
are supposed to repel mosquitoes
and other insects,and that there are
plants to repel moles. Perhaps if we
made the property line"undesirable,"
the cats would stay in our yards.
GRATEFULLY YOURS
DEAR GRATEFULLY: To
quote Dr. Irwin David, my veterinary medical expert: "There
are plants that repel insects, but
not cats. Even if you planted a
hedge, it would have to be very
thick and tall to prevent a cat
from going through it or over it."
So, your only solution is to
keep the cats under a watchful
eye until you and your neighbors
have saved enough to split the
cost of a sturdy fence. Sorry.

CALVIN and HOBBES
SEE, I'VE -\'SW WINING
%WIER SOK 1 AND GET A
UVE, BOZO.SAMPLE
AKSMAUS lb
PC-0,FLE *AO
)ottvrc. IN.
ti

Mrs. Buford Hurt have been
elected as officers for 1952-53 of
Murray High School Unit of
Parent-Teacher Association.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Dale Mohundro
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Earl
Buchanan, March 23; a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. O.B. Cook, March 26; a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Leland Alton
and girl to Mr. and Mrs. John
Hamlin, March 27.
Members of cast of play, "The
Charming Intruder," to he presented by Senior Class of Lynn
Grove High School are Brenda
Duncan, Ferrell Miller, Virginia
Morris, Martha Rogers, Junior
Cook, H.L. Ford, Anna Howrd,
Gerald Paschall, Barbara Myers
and Pat Dale Orr.
Dr. Fred Kendall of Jackson,
Tenn., is speaker at a revival meeting at First Baptist Church,
Murray.

Dear Abby

Daily Comics

I TIAINK Ot)R NEWSPAAR,
8EE0S P NEW ADVICE.
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IN FACT, HE WOULD LIKE
TO THANK YOU IN PERSON...

NO, THAT'S ALL RI6141...
WE UNDERSTAND..

my

11 a
will
iest
•

42 Ancient
44 Be in debt
45 Sweet potato
47 Microbe
49 Unused
51 Amusement
54 Swiss river
58 Cry
58 Male sheep
59 Knocked
62 Corded cloth
64 Agave plant
85 — cream
66 Fur-bearing
animal
68 Diliseed
70 Footlike part
71 Care for
72 Legal matter
DOWN
1 Whim
2 Meara ID
3 Insane
4 Cubic meter
5 River in
Italy

Answer to Previous Puzzle

000 ODOM 00U
BOO 000W0 UUM
00 OWUD BOU0
00000 ki0
UM 000 IR0 0 UU
0130 00U0001200
0000 EOM MOM
00M0BOUOU U00
U00000 QUO OM
ho 0013100
00M0 0000 U00
00U 00000 000
030 MU000 MOO

DEAR DR. GOTT After a battery
of diagnostic tests including MRI.(1'
scan of the abdomen and lower bowel
series. I was referred to a pain management clinic in a major hospital. I
was told I had an entrapped dimguinal nerve from scar tissue from
previous abdominal surgeries Nerve
blocks only last a few months. Can

you suggest any other type treatment

that would be more permanent?
DEAR READER • One of the commonest consequences of surgery is the
formation of scar tissue. Ordinarily,
this tissue causes no symptoms. However, if the scar lies near a nerve, patients may occasionally experience
pain if the scar contracts and exerts
traction on the nerve.
If you have understood your doctors
correctly, your pain is the result of
such traction on a nerve in your lower
abdomen. You will very likely be
helped by the pain clinic, where specialists use medicine, such as anti-ir4-3 ® 1992 United Feature Syndicate ritants, and techniques, such as acupuncture, for pain relief. Although
6 Sea eagle
this unusual situation is not a health
16 ''Agnes —
7 Legal
God"
hazard, it is uncomfortable and can be
document
18 The sun
treated.
8 Stretcher
20 Scottish cap
DEAR DR (',OTT My daughter
9 Cloth
22 N.Y. baseball
was recently operated on for a rupmeasure
players
10 Beverage
tured appendix. Her doctor indicated
25 "Married to
11 Saucy
she had a carcinoid. Could you please
the -explain what this is? Her bed-wetting
27 Female ruff
10 29 On behalf of
problems cleared up just prior to sur30 Oolong
gery, and I can't help but wonder if
32 — tom
there is any connection between the
34 Attempt
two.
38 Huckleberry
DEAR READER: Carcinoid synHound,for
drome, an uncommon affliction
one
caused by nests Of tumors in the abdo37 Bullring
cheer
men. usually leads to flushing of the
39 Possess
skin, abdominal cramps,diarrhea and
40 Sink in
heart disorders.
middle
Since carcinoid tumors are usually
43 Curtains
and often arise in the appenbenign
46 Deface
dix, they are discovered by accident
48 Chart
during routine appendectomies. Other.
50 Globs
forms of carcinoid tumor, especially
52 Partners
those in the lungs and liver, may be
53 Send forth
malignant, requiring chemotherapy
55 Remainder
57 Exist
for treatment /in addition to surgery
59 Rend
for diagnosis).
•
60 High card
61 River in
Fortunately, your daughter apScotland
pears to have had the benign.appendi63 Equality
ceal form. The appendectomy should
67 Article
have cured her.
09 Neon symbol
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Two MSU faculty members
to teach conference sessions

Obituaries
Marion F.(Buck) Oney
4
.
'1...•
.

Marion F. (Buck) Oney, 69, of
Rt. 1, Box 713, Murray, Coldwater
community, died Thursday at 5
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Mr. Oney had retired as vice
president of Home Savings of
America. He and his wife, Ruth,
who survives, moved to Calloway
County from California a few years
ago. They were one of the organizers of the California Connection
Group of this area.
He was a member of Murray
Rotary Club and First United
Methodist Church.
Born Dec. 6, 1922, in Leon,
Iowa, het_was the son of the late
Roscon Carl Oney and Bessie Belle
Allen Oney.
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Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Ruth A. Oney; three sons, James
Marshall Oney and wife, Joyce,
Tempe, Ariz., and Craig Allen
Oney and Keith Dale Oney, LaMirada, Calif.; two stepsons, Daniel
Hise and wife, Betty, Jackson,
Miss., and David Hise and wife,
Kristine, Hawaiian Garden, Calif.;
six grandchildren.
Memorial services will be Sunday at 3 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. The Rev. Nowell Bingham will officiate.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to Youth Fund of First
United Methodist Church. Murray.
or the American Cancer Society.

Mrs. Charlotte M. Jones
Mrs. Jane Knight and husband,
Noble, 738 Fairlane, Murray, and
Mrs. Zane Van Boren and husband,
Robert, Humansville, Mo.; three
grandchildren, Nicky Knight and
Russ Taylor, Murray, and Randy
Taylor, Louisville.
Services will be Sunday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Hazel. Burial will follow
in South Pleasant Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. Saturday.

Mrs. Charlotte M. Jones, 78,
P.O. Box 193, Hazel, died Thursday at 11:10 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The widow of Joe Jones, she was
a member of Hazel Baptist Church.
Born July 2, 1913, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late John Moore and Pearl
Moore. One sister, Mrs. Laura
Latimer, also preceded her in
death.
Survivors include two daughters,

Mrs. Ora Lee Barnett

Toy Lee York

Graveside rites will be Saturday
at 11 a.m. at Woodlawn Memorial
Gardens, Paducah. Dan Owen will
officiate.
Friends may call at Roth Funeral
Home, Paducah, after 5 p.m. today
(Friday).
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to Broadway Church of
Christ, Paducah.

Dr. Robert Eugene Farless

Sevices for Dr. Robert Eugene
(Bob) Farless were Thursday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The Rev.
Dan Leslie and Dr. David Roos
officiated. Music was by the Choir
of Kirkscy United Methodist
Church with Clarice Norsworthy as
pianist and Aileen Leslie as
director.

Ashley, Joshua top lists
of popular baby names
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky has produced another
bumper crop of girls named Ashley
and boys named Joshua.
The state remains equally wellstocked with Justins, Josephs and
Jessicas, not to mention Amandas,
Ambers and Andrews.

The state's annual report of baby
names put Joshua at the top of the
boys' list for a fifth straight year.
Ashley, dethroned in 1990,
returned to the top in 1991, reigning as the most popular girl's name
for the sixth time since 1984.
But aside from the conventional,
Kentucky parents showed a Noble
Desire for Unique and EnVogue
names to give their little Miracles.
Those also were among names
given to 52,735 newborns reported
to the Department for Health Services in 1991.
The report Thursday said the
choices ranged from Aaliyah to
Zyondria. In between was a veritable smorgasbord.
There were Sable, Scholar and
Starlett; Abel, Abraham and Afomachukwu; Elvis and Presley,
Eden and Paradise, Mark and
Twain, Chevy, Camry and Caprice,
among the thousands.
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These were the 20 most popular names for boys and girls
born in 1991, as reported by the
Cabinet for Human Resources.
Boys: Joshua. 790; Michael,
696; James, 696: Christopher,
672; Matthew, 600: William,
570; Justin, 510; Jacob, 484;
Brandon, 477; Cody,446; Tyler,
430; Joseph, 430; John, 428;
Robert, 406; Andrew, 392;
David, 385; Zachary, 373; Jordan, 353; Ryan, 326; Daniel,
322.
New on list — Tyler, Ryan.
Dropped from list — Jonathan,
Nicholas.
Girls: Ashley, 741; Brittany,
721; Jessica, 655; Kayla, 535;
Sarah, 417; Amanda, 412;
Megan, 387; Samantha, 376;
Amber, 372; Emily, 370; Elizabeth, 300; Courtney, 296;
Heather. 269; Rachel, 267;
Lauren, 259; Tiffany, 246;
Whitney. 243; Shelby, 234;
Hannah, 221; Stephanie, 220.
New on list — Shelby. Hannah. Dropped from list — Jennifer. Rebecca and Chelsea.
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cah; one brother, Theo Rickman,
Calvert City; four grandchildren,
Mrs. Vercnda Mathis McElwain
and husband, Keith, Goodland,
Fla., Trevor Mathis and wife, Lori,
Murray, and Mike Portis and
Debbie Portis, Kuttawa.
The funeral will be Saturday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Filbeck and
Cann Funeral Home, Benton. The
Rev. Bill Pierce and the Rev. Jim
Simmons will officiate.
Burial will follow in Cole
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today (Friday).

The funeral for William (Bill)
Riley was Thursday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Byrn Funeral Home,
Mayfield. The Rev. Harry Yates
and Wayne Rambo officiated.
Pallbearers were Kenneth Sasseen, Rick Weisenberger, Ned Kendall, Dennis Null, Jeff Green and
R.T. Morris.
Honorary pallbearers weree
Owen Mohler, Bud Manning, Paul
Talent, Bobby Pritchard, Buford
Coursey, Burl Hite, Hassel Lamb
and Johnny Riley.
Burial was in New Liberty
Church Cemetery in Graves

The head of the broadcast journalism sequaice in the department, Dillon joined the MSU faculty in 1984.
He serves as executive director of the
TV-11 NEWS and introduced a new
course this spring entitled "Critical
Analysis of Mass Media."
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CAR
WON'T RUN?
•
•

County.
Mr. Riley, 76, Rt. 5, Mayfield,
died Tuesday at 2:20 p.m. at Community Hospital, Mayfield.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Irene Riley; three daughters, Mrs.
Doris Hunter, Mrs. Brenda Morris
and Mrs. Devonda Wilford, and
one son, Billy Howard Riley, all of
Mayfield; three sisters, Mrs. Pauline Sajor and Mrs. Ruth Haworth,
Mayfield, and Mrs. Beauton Jones,
Benton; two brothers, Bobby Joe
Riley and Lester Dean Riley, Mayfield; 10 grandchildren; eight greatgrandchildren.

CALL #1

McClard's
733-9132
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Capsule
Summary
Walter Mehr
Pharmacist

Perchance to Sleep
Insomnia is not a disease,but
a symptom. Physicians categorize insomnia as transient,
which occurs only occasionally
and usually is due to jet-lag or
worry over a specific event;
short-term, which lasts for 3to 6
weeks and is tied to longer-term
stress;and persistent insomnia,
which can be caused by physical problems, psychological
problems, lifestyle factors such
as coffee,cigarettes,or alcohol,
or rituals surrounding bedtime.
Anyone suffering sleeplessness for more than 3 weeks
should see a doctor before trying sleeping pills, which may
mask the underlying reason for
the problem.

,o
519 S. 12th • 753-7688
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Actor Paul Henreid dies
SANTA MONICA, Calif. (AP) sion productions as "Alfred Hitch— Actor Paul Henreid, the stoic cock Presents," "The Big Valresistance fighter Victor Laszlo in ley," "G.E. Theater" and "Alcoa
the film classic "Casablanca," Presents."
died Sunday of a heart attack. He
was 84.
In "Casablanca" (1942) he
starred with Humphrey Bogart as
the club owner Rick, Ingrid Bergman as Laszlo's wife, Dooley Wilson as Sam the piano player, and
Claude Rains, Sydney Greenstreet
and Peter Lorre.
We're Making a Difference.
Henreid created another of cinema's vintage moments when he lit
American Heart
two cigarettes and handed one to
Association Nr
Bette Davis in "Now, Voyager,"
also released in 1942. Henreid
played the object of Miss Davis'
doomed love affair.
An actor and director, Henreid's
career spanned 50 years. Henreid
also appeared in "Night Train,"
"Devotion," "In Our Time,"
"Between Two Worlds," "Of
Human Bondage," "Rope of
Sand" and "Last of the
Buccaneers."
He directed the movies "For
Men Only," "Dead Ringer,"
"Ballad in Blue," and such televi-

as adviser for the Murray State News,
the student newspaper.
Dr. Bob McGaughey led a panel on
"Trends in Advertising" at the conference. The chairman of the journalism
and radio-television department, he
has been a part of the Murray State
teaching faculty since 1969. He is
adviser for the MSU yearbook, the
Shield.

Walter's Pharmacy
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William (Bill) Riley

"Compare Our Quality, Service,
Workmanship and Prices."

U.S. 641 N.

759-1333

WAY

To Better Treat You...

Charles D. Tucker, M.D.
announces the relocation and expansion of his
office for the practice of

General Surgery, Vascular Surgery
and Gastrointestinal Disorders
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Two faculty members in the Murray State University Department of
Joumalign and Radio-Television
conducted sessions for the spring
meeting of the West Kentucky Press
Association in Paducah March 20.
Dr. Ann Luidini discussed "Easy
Techniques for Conducting Readers
Surveys." An associate professor in
the department, she joined the MSU
faculty in 1985. Currently,she serves

[HOG

Mrs. Lovie Portis Maupin
Mrs. Lovie Portis Maupin, 77, of
Benton died Wednesday at 10:45
p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
She was of Baptist faith.
Mrs. Maupin was preceded in
death by one son, Joe Ted Portis;
her parents, Tom Rickman and
Minnie Cole Rickman; two sisters,
Willie Mae Myer and Gladys
Myer; three brothers, Morgan Rickman, Rollie Rickman and an infant.
Survivors include one daughter,
Mrs. Geraldine Mathis and husband, Joe L., Murray; one son, J.T.
Portis and wife, Louise, Kuttawa;
one sister, Mrs. Ruby Smith, Padu-

relations major at Murray State, has
been a visiting instructor at the university since 1986. She teaches the
international Mass communications
systems class and has taught through
the MSU interactive television system.

Faculty makes presentations

Concord, Calif., and Mrs. Del Reynolds, Kuttawa; two brothers, Luck
Henson, Hendersonville, Tenn.,
and Pete Henson, Murray; eight
grandchildren; 13 greatgrandchildren; several nieces and
nephews.

Mrs. Ora Lee Barnett, 97, Superior Care Nursing Home, Paducah,
died Thursday at 6 a.m. at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
Her husband, E.L. Barnett, and
one son, Alonzo Barnett, preceded
her in death.
Paducah.
Born at Hardin, she was the
Hospital,
Baptist
Western
Funeral rites for Toy Lee York
of the late William T.
daughter
of
are today at 1 p.m. in the chapel
and Lenora Gardner
Henson
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Filbeck and Cann Funeral Home,
Henson.
Lee
David
son,
one
York;
Ruby
Benton. The Rev. Mike Littrell is
Mrs. Barnett was a member of
York; two grandchildren, Dustin
officiating.
Church of Christ and the
Broadway
York,
Marie
Burial will follow in New Zion Lee York and Dawn
McCracken County Homemakers
Haiel
Mrs.
sisters,
two
Benton;
Cemetery.
Golden Friendship Group.
Mr. York, 65, Rt. 1, Benton, Copeland and Mrs. Mary Ruth
Survivors include one daughter,
Benton.
died Wednesday at 5:05 p.m. at Davis.
Mrs. Gwen Burrus, Tiptonville,
Tenn.; one son, J.L. Barnett, Paducah; two sisters, Mrs. Ola Griffin,
Active pallbearers were Steve
McMillion, Jeremy McMillion,
Ronnie Shelton, Steve Farless,
Keith Farless and Jon K. Farless.
Members of Murray Rotary Club
were an honorary group.
Burial was in Goshen Cemetery.
Dr. Farless, 62, died Sunday at
10:30 p.m. at his home, 1311 Vine
SL, Murray.

Two Murray State University faculty members in the Deponent of
Journalisn and Radio-Television will
conduct a session at the April 3-4
conference on "Internationalizing the
Curriculum" at the Executive Inn in
Paducah.
Sheila Crifasi and Dr. John Dillon
will present a program on "A MultiDisciplinary Approach to Cultural
Learning Through Televisual Resources" at the conference, which is
sponsored by the MSU Center for
International Programs.
Mrs. Crifasi, head of the public
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Springtime Special
Save 10% On

Medical Arts Building
9th Street Entrance
3rd Floor
Suite 382 West Wing

MURRAY
MI SURGERY
CENTER

THERIMIALINE
Vinyl Siding or Easy-Clean
Replacement Windows
Up to $2.5 trade in on
old dorm windows
FREE ESTIMATES
(ll Thermaline Tdav.

Call For Appointment
753-8724 or Toll-free 1400462-2441

7594433
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